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Student
exhibition of
activist art to
open at MSU

Friday, April 2, 2010

ShelterBoxes for Haiti

By Slinaerry McClain
MSU Runlic Relations
A student organized natienal
exhibition of activist art titled
Process Impact is scheduled to
Open
at
Murray
State
University's (MSU) Curris
Gallery on Friday, April 16.
Thirty-five works by 25 student
artists from 16 states will be on
display for public viewing An
opening reception with refreshments and a brief presentation
about the exhibition will be held
that even from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.
was delighted to discover a
wide range of approaches to targeting and addressing current
issues and trends in MO: time of
change." said MSU student and
co-juror and exhibition coordinator Stacey Reason. "I commend artists who are passionate
about humanity in the way these
artists are."
Reason proposed and received
a
fellowship
from
the
Undergraduate Research and
Scholarly Activity office on
campus that enabled her to
coordinate the exhibition. With
the curatorial assistance of former gallery director Becky
Alley, this once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity for a student to
curate a national show of fellow
See

No state
budget eyed
until later
this month
fity 111111LICE SOMMER
Associated Press Writer
RAN KFORT. Ky (AP)— Kentucky
. lawmakers left town Thursday amid
a budget impasse that clouded
prospects for a spending plan, which could
come ti? in a wrap-up session later this;
month if House and Senate negotiators CVB
surmount their differences.
,
Face-to-face negotiations failed tq
resume one day after weeklong,*asset.,
door talks collapsed amid a conflict over
some debt-financed construction projects
hacked by the House.
'Everything'a still in a state of MM.." said
Senate
Appropriations
Committee
Chairman Bob Leeper, a Paducah
Independent.
Senate President David Williams and
House Speaker Greg Sturnbo exchanged
letters Thursday Nil no new rimed of talks
were scheduled.
/
In another des elopmena the Senate
offered a slightly new ve.-sion that included restoring sogse proposed cuts to educe.'
tion and a otoposal to help school districts
replace dilapidated school buildings if the
districts make their owls commitment
thrcugh local property taxes. Leeper said
senators also were willing to accept water
and sewer projects sought by the House
Lawmakers completed the 58th day of
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health care lawsuit
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Friday _Sunny. Highs around
BO. South winds 10 to 15 mph.
Friday night. Mostly clear
Lows in the mid 50s.
Saturday.. Showers
and
thunderstorms likely. Highs in
the mid 70s. Chance of pre...ma
tation 60 percent.
Saturday
night.. Mostly
cloudy A 20 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms in
the evening. Lows in the upper
40s.
Sunday.. Mostly clear. Highs
In the lower 70s
Sunday night. Mostly clear.
Lows in the lower 50s.
Monday.. Mostly clear.
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KYSER tOlX3H / Ledger a Times
Glen Vanderford shows Rotary Club of Murray members a sample teni that is included in a Shetterfitox.
The dub recently bought five ShelterBoxes that were sent to Haiti and are designed to support a family of
10. See story on page 2.

U See Page 2A

Sweetman carves niche in poetry
world with accounting, business
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Sweetman at
Stet/Vntor
writers'
a
It ought seem that accountconference
ing and business would be odd
they
and.
subjects for poetry. That still
immediately
might be true, but Washington
hit it off. He
University professor Chuck
said he had
Sweetman has carved out a
admiration
niche for himself in the poetry
world by focusing on these
Sweetman's
Iiivisbnan focus on his
unusual topics.
Sweetman was the final
craft and that
reader in Murray State he shared with him "an unconUniversity's 2009-2010 read- trollable urge to mock the
ing series Thursday night in supercilious." Because of
the Clara M. Eagle An Gallery. Sweetman's background as a
English professor Dr. Peter CPA - his past employers
Murphy introduced Sweetman include Waterhouse Cooper and thanked the College of his pieces focus on workers
Business and the Department "ho are ignored by most poets.
of Accounting for joining with Murphy said.
the Department of English &
Sweetman said he thinks of
Philosophy and the College of accountants as storytellers
Humanities and Fine Arts for because they make sense ot
helping to fund his appearance.
Murphy
said
he
met MI See Page 2A

KYSER LOUGH / Ledger & Tirnae
THURSDAY ACCIDENT: Calloway County Sheriff's Office and Fire Rescue workers clean
up itie scene of an accident at the intersection of U.S. 641 and KY 80 Thursday morning,
According to Kentucky State Police reports, Bridget Stuart of Murray was waiting to turn left
onto KY 80 from U.S. 641 north when she pulled into the path of Joe Tucker of Murray as
he was traveling south on 641. see story on page 2.
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Light the Way to a Cure!
Relay For Life Luminaria Ceremony
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Staff itiMport
FRANkfORT - Kentucky Attorney=
Genetiai JaCk Conway has refused to sup-7
porta laiesuit used by Republicans to.
declare the nation's new health care reform:
law tuiconsututiosid.
According to a news release Thursday,
Conway, who is running as a Democrat for
the United States Senate seat now held by
Republican Sen. Jun Bunning. reiterahx1

Fri, April 30, 9010
9:00 p.m.
Roy Stewart Stadium - MSU

For more info contact Carol at 293-2971.

10 FREE
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12 & under
with purchase of
adult & child buffet
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II Budget ...
From Front

Kentucky

News in Brief

their 60-day session Thursday.
Their break extends until April
14, when they return for a two- Fort Campbell unit returns from Iraq
FORT CAMPBELL. Ky.(Al') — Just as thousands of soldier
day wrap-up session.
are preparing to leave for Afghanistan, a small group of soldiers
That climactic session will
from Fort Campbell is just striving home.
detenntne whether lawmakers
About 130 military police soldiers are expected to arrive home
complete their top task — pass- Friday afternoon to the post on the Tennessee-Kentucky state line
ing a two-year state budget to The soldiers from the 218th Military Police Company are ft ash
ing their yearlong deployment to Iraq.
take effect July I.
Until negotiations broke
down, lawmakers had hoped to College transfer bill gets final OK
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The Kentucky General Assembly
pass the budget Friday — the
has passed legislation that would make it easier for community
last day they could vote on the college
students to transfer course credits to four-year public unispending plan and still be able versities.
to ovemde any possible guberThe House gave final approval to the bill Thursday on a vote of
natorial vetoes.
100-0.
The bill also encourages four-year universities to limit bacheGov. Steve Beshear, who met
Thursday with top House lor's degrees to 120 hours and associate degrees to 60 hours. That
Democrats on the stalled budg- provision is aimed at helping students complete school in four
years.
et, said lawmakers have until
Apnl 15 to pass a "balanced,
Bill allowing charter schools passes Senate
responsible" spending plan.
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) - - A bill to allow charter schools in
Beshear said the "people of Kentucky has passed the Senate in an effort to improve
the state's
this state deserve no less."
chances of winning federal education money in a nationwide comStumbo. D-Prestonsburg, said petition.
The measure would give local school boards the option of creatthe
exchange of letters was a
KYSER LOUGH/Ledger ai times
"positive sign," and said he was ing charter schools, which are allowed to operate outside some
hopeful that "cooler heads will regulations in an effort to improve student performance.
The bill passed on a 19-18 vote Thursday after Republican
The students and faculty of Eastwood Christian Academy recently held a
prevail" toward a compromise.
walk-a-thon and
Brandon Smith of Hazard changed his vote to a "yes." The bill
shoot-a-thon at Murray State University's Regional Special Events Center
"I still think that there's reason returns to the House.
to raise money for
the school Students collected pledges and said they would walk 25 or 50
to
be optimistic," Stumbo told
Opponents said the Senate was rushing to judgment on a proposlaps around the
track or shoot 100 free throws. Julianne Harrell, school secretary, said
reporters. "I think we're going al that would make a big change to Kentucky education.
$12,000 had been
pledged for the event.
The push for charter schools is meant to strengthen Kentucky's
to get a budget."
Senate
negotiators
has e position in seeking a share of federal money in the highly competbalked at some House-passed itive "Race to the Top" grants.
construction projects that would
Lawmakers approve plan for teacher health care
result in the state borrowing
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)-- A financially fragile health care prohundreds of millions of addi- gram for
retired teachers could be shored up under legislation
tional dollars to finance the approved by the General Assembly.
work. The bulk of the bonded
The House voted 98-0 Thursday for final passage of a bill that
projects would replace dilapi- would require active teachers and retirees to pay a share of their
health plan costs.
dated schools.
fly KYSER LOUGH
dees, including much of the efficiently once trained.
Kentucky Education Association President Sharron Oxendine
ptaff Writer
Stumbo has championed condestruction after the earthquake
Vanderford spoke to the club
said the additional cost for an active teacher making $45,000 a
embers of the local struck the nation.
struction
projects
as
a
way
to
about the disaster relief trailer, a
year would be about $112 a year.
Rotary Club who donat"It amazes me that I can still
help jump-start the economy.
Oxendine said retired teachers faced the prospect of not having
ed $5,000 in Haiti relief stand up here and talk about this regional support effort spon- He said the
proposal to build health coverage because
sored by Rotary Clubs in westof the plan's longstanding financial probefforts were able to see some of now," he said.
new schools along with water lems.
-the results of their donation.
The ShelterBox distribution ern Kentucky and Tennessee. and sewer projects
would put an
Kim
Kim
and
Glen team traveled from village to The trailer comes equipped with
lianderford visited the weekly village, bringing in the boxes chain saws, a generator and estimated 25.000 Kentuckians Bill requires coverage for autism services
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The Kentucky' Senate has given
back to work amid high unem'Rotary meeting Thursday to talk and teaching people how to set other support equipment to aid
final passage to a bill that would require private insurance compaployment.
about the ShelterBox project up the tents. They would set up in disasters.
Both legislative leaders didn't nies to cover services for autistic children.
•and the disaster relief trailer. a sample tent to train them and
"We've used it to help clean
The Senate voted 37-0 Thursday to send the bill to Gov. Steve
'Kim had traveled to Haiti in then leave for the next village up yards
back off their positions
after a disaster.'
Beshear.
February to distribute 2,200 with the promise to return and
Thursday
about the sticking
Vanderford said. 'The look on
Under the bill, large group plans would be required to pay up to
'helterBoxes. five of which check on things. Kim said the
point.
$50,000 a yeer for autism therapy and other treatment for children
senior
citizen's
faces
after
we've
'came from the Murray Rotary return trip results could vary
"Our position is that we think younger than 7. Those plans would cover $1,000 a month
cleaned up their yards .. that's
in treatfrom seeing a field of tents set
a
jobs bill is important to ment for youths ages 7 to 21.
what
it's
all
about."
Each ShelterBox consists of a up to something less ideal.
The bill would require smaller plans, with 50 or fewer employ- Kentucky," Stumbo said, adding
After the meeting. Kim and
large green plastic box and con"In one village they told us the
that the Senate's budget version ees, or indisidual plans to provide S1,000 per month in autism
tains a 10-person tent and sup- police took 37 of the 50 that we Vanderford had the trailer and a
services.
porting supplies such as cooking delivered,- he said.
sample ShelterBox on display. doesn't include a job-creation
component.
equipment or blankets. The cost
In other villages, they ran into Recently the ShelterBox proStumbo has said House
of each box is $1,000.
some of the nation's 10,000 Boy gram has upgraded the included
Democrats are willing to comKim shared images and stones Scouts, who Kim said could set tent, so Kim had one
of the older
promise on the size of the con-from his trip to Haiti with atten- the tents up very quickly and models
and bordered on prose. They
From Front
out.
struction program.
often were short sketches and
Williams, R-Burkesville, con- things. For example. he said observations examining the
auditors are fact checkers who daily routines
Secretary of state
and inner
tinued to say the proposal would
investigate whether the stories thoughts of accountants
or
too
add
much
plans
state
debt
visit
in
preto
Louisville
Staff Report
companies tell are true. While office workers. He
that Stuart attempted to make a
said several
carious economic times.
A four-year-old was transport- left turn onto KY 80 when she
his wife has often accused him of the poems were
inspired by
LOUISVILLE. Ky.(AP)—
"We just believe that you can- of cynicism, Sweetman
ed to the Murray-Calloway pulled into the path of Tucker
said, he former co-workers. Many of
U.S.
Secretary
of
State
Hillary
not allow this state to continue
County Hospital after a two- and was struck on the passenger
prefers to think of his frame of them were funny, while others
Rodharn Clinton will be back in
vehicle collision at the intersec- side.
in a death-spiral of debt,- he
mind as "healthy skepticism." had a more poignant tone. He
Kentucky next week to speak at
tion of U.S. 641 and KY 80 late
said.
Both children were wearing
He proceeded to read his unusu- also said he loved the language
Thursday morning.
the University of Louisville as
child restraints and only Reed
Other sticking points have al brand of poetry.
of business because it is rich
, According to Kentucky State Falwell was transported to the
part of the McConnell Center's
included education funding and
"You can decide if this is April with metaphors.
''Police, Joe D. Tucker, 60, of hospital. He was later translecture series.
a House-passed revenue pack- Fool's Day or the first day of
Sweetman even read one
Murray, was driving a 1986 ferred. Both drivers were wearThe university said Friday
Poetry Month." he joked.
age.
poem inspired by the legendary
Toyota TK south on U.S. 641 ing seat belts, the KSP reported.
that the former first lady will
Sweetman read poems from nvalry between Larry Byrd and
The Senate passed a $17.3 bilapproaching KY 80 at approxiThe investigating officer was
several of his books, including Earvin "Magic" Johnson as a
speak in the Brown &
lion
two-year
budget
last
month
mately 11:12 a.m. as Bridget KSP
Trooper
Stephen
Williamson Club at Papa
that called for deeper spending "Enterprise, Inc." The poems tribute to the Racer basketball
Stuart. 61, of Murray was driv- Humphreys. The Calloway
were not in a specific rhythm team.
John's Cardinal Stadium on
cuts to almost all state agencies
ing north on the same road in a Sheriff's Office, Calloway
April
9. The event is free and
Toyota SUV with 2-year-old County Fire and Rescue,
than
House's $17.5 billion
open to the public.
Flora Falwell and 4-year-old Murray Rescue and Murrayversion.
Reed Falwell, both of Murray, Calloway County EMS assisted
Tickets are required for the
On Thursday, the Senate voted
in her vehicle_ KSP reported at the scene.
speech and will be made availin favor of a fresh proposed
said.
"Mongiardo
From Front
and
able by the McConnell Center
budget that resembled the
McConnell wanted to 'stop and
on a first-come, first-served
Senate's earlier version. The his support for health care start over, but I say health care
Read the Want Ads Daily
basis.
new proposal would restore $25 reform by refusing to join the is and should he the law of the
brought by 13 other states land."
million in funding for elemen- suit
seeking repeal of the law.
Conway said the new health
tary and secondary schools.
"The Republicans and the Tea reform law is a rare opportunity
House Democrats have spoken
Party may want me to oppose to stop insurance company
out against the original Senate
health care reform, but unlike abuses, lower costs for busiproposal that called for a I 1/2
my primary opponent, Daniel nesses and individuals, and propercent cut in the first year for Mongiardo,
I don't mimic (U.S. vide access to affordable coverI ill
the main state funding formula Sen.) Mitch McConnell when it
age for at least 654,000 uninfor elementary and secondary comes to health care." Conway sured Kentuckians
.
schools, followed by a i percent
in the second year.
TimeCutter Z
Williams said the new offering
•••
was meant to move the process
humanism and a collectivist
From Front
forward. Stumbo wasn't biting,
spint.
• 3-in-i cutting system
saying the budget would still students "offers a compelling
Work in the show utilizes both
• 4" deep cutting deck need to be hashed out by House perspective on young contem- traditional and nontraditional art
porary artists creating socially
.42" or so" wide
and Senate negotiators.
mediums to convey messages.
• Automatic braking systemn
Meanwhile, lawmakers gave conscious work," said Alley Some artists have also presented
about the show. "I was both
• Powerful Kohler or
final approval Thursday to the
interactive opportunities for
impressed with the quality of
Kawasaki engines
judicial and legislative budgets.
work and moved by how viewers to participate in their
The
legislative
budget thoughtfully
artists work.
the
includes $50.9 million in state addressed such challenging and
The opening reception oh
April 16 will be a multi-faceted
general funds in the first year of often troubling content."
the biennium and $53.8 million
Process Impact represents stu- event celebrating the artistic
in the second year. The judicial dent artists from across the efforts of the represented artists.
budget contains $293 million in nation who are making art in The public is invited to join the
MURRAY 976 CHESTNUT ST 270-753-2571
general funds in the first year order to make a difference. community at this event for aft
and $320 million in the second Economic crisis, alternative evening of art, refreshment,
energy and social violence are conversation and activism.
year.
among topics that are addressed
For more information on the
Both
budget
bills
(‘
included no in the
Conadan ,
..x/wts;
wa,,,PHN Crises
avorlotnitv, prat%)la wet,* promo/ow, 4. wt.('tO lee.Pf
•
exhibition, as well as exhibit, contact Reason at proe
pay raises for employees.
loosely interpreted subjects like cessitnpact@ gmaiI.com

Eastwood Events

Kim brings ShelterBox
stories to Rotary Club

M

•Sweetman

Accident reported at U.S. 641 and KY 80

•Kentucky AG ...
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Rising factory output boosts recovery,

Mrs. Toni Faucher

WASHINGTON (AP) — remains extremely weak in the and parts of Latin America and ment
benefits remains high, at
Rising factory output and a aftermath of the housing bust.
increased business investment in nearly 4.7 million -- a sign that
decline in the pace of layoffs are
Construction spending fell the United States.
hiring remains weak. And that
giving economists confidence sharply in February to its lowest
Factory employment will figure doesn't include the mote
that the recovery has staying level in eight years, the likely increase as production
Ms. ladde Hamblin
than 6 million people who are
Commerce Department said rises, but with productivity receiving extended
Ms. Jackie Hamblin,47, Almo,died Wednesday, Mardi 31, 2010, power.
benefita
The
government
is
expected
Thursday.
Spending fell paricu- measures put in place during the from the federal government
at 8:28 p.m. at her home. She was born May 13, 1962, in Chicago,
to
report
Friday
that
the econo- lady hard in commercial ven- recession, many of the more. after their
Ill. Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangestate benefits -a
ments. Online condolences may be made at www.yorkfuneral- my added jobs in March for only tures, such as hotels and office than 2 million jobs lost during which last 26 weeks — ran out.
the second time since December buildings.
the recession won't come back.
horne.com.
Without much help from con2007.
"Even as manufactunng con"There are some jobs that struction or manufacturing, the
Still, job creation is likely to tinues to hum along, the con- will go away." Bergmann said. unemploymen
t rate, now at 9.7
remain weak for years to come, struction sector looks awful," "Companies are going to do
percent, is likely to be high for
in part because U.S. factories Michael Feroli, an economist at things differently."
several years
have become more efficient, JPMorgan Chase, said.
The weak jobs market
Treasury Secretary "Timothy
producing more goods with
U.S. manufacturing activity showed signs of stabilizing on Geithner said Thursday
in a telfewer workers. On top of that. increased in March at its fastest Thursday.
The
Labor evision interview that adminisWICHITA, Kan. (AP) — A ed assault for threatening two the sector's contribution to the rate in 5 1/2 years, a private Department said new claims for tration officials are "very
wetman who murdered one of the church ushers as he fled. With overall economy has been trade group said Thursday. jobless benefits dropped by ned" about recovering
the more
few U.S. doctors who performed time off for good behavior, shrinking for decades due to Manufacturing data released 6,000 last week, to a seasonally than 8 million jobs
lost in the
late-term abortions used his sen- Roeder won't be eligible for competition from China and Thursday by China, Britain and adjusted 439,000. It was the recession. But
he noted that
tencing hearing as a forum to parole for 51 years and eight other countries where factory the 16 countries using the euro fourth decline in five weeks, a business growth has
beea
workers are paid much less.
all showed a surge in activity in signal that the pace of layoffs is improving and
espouse his views in an effort to months.
expects the econAnother
reason
the
jobMarch.
justify his crime, arguing that he
slowing.
An attorney for Tiller, speakomy "is going to start creating
Manufacturers are benefiting
had chosen to obey "God's law" ing in court as a friend of the growth engine is stuck in a low
Still, the number of people jobs again."
to save babies.
slain doctor, said the toughest gear is that the building sector from a robust recovery in Asia continuing to claim unemployScott Roeder was sentenced sentence would discourage other
Thursday to life in prison with anti-abortion zealots from
no possibility of parole for 50 attacking
doctors. Tiller's
years, the longest sentence pos- widow, Jeanne, cried as the senNEW YORK (AP) — The National Child Abuse and perpetrators, about 80 percent haul
sible under Kansas law for first- tence
for
murder
was
bill, which provides fundrate of child maltreatment in the Neglect Data System — began were parents and 6.5 percent ing
degree murder. The 52-year-old announced.
to states for home visiting
U.S.
dipped
in 2008 to its lowest in 1990.
Kansas City, Mo., man killed
"We only can hope that tins
were other relatives of the vic- programs that have been shown
George Tiller as he was serving sentence will serve as a deterrent level since 1990, but the number
Of the victims. 71 percent tim.
to be an effective tool in curtailas an usher last May in the foyer to those who have conspired and of abuse-related child fatalities suffered neglect. 16 percent
Nazario, in a statement ing abuse and neglect.
of the doctor's church in continue to conspire to murder continued to rise, according to were physically abused, 9 per- accompanying the report, said
"Something very positive has
Wichita.
cent were sexually abused and HHS would work to further been going on," Finkelhor
abortion providers," the Tiller new federal figures.
said.
The annual report from the about 7 percent suffered psycho- strengthen
"I stopped him so he could family said in a statement.
abuse-prevention "And it's good news that some
not dismember another innocent "Certainly everything possible Department of Health and logical maltreatment.
programs.
of the programs that have shown
Services,
baby," Roeder said. "Wichita is should be done by the prison Human
issued
Regarding fatalities, the
One such strategy is in the the most promise are going to
a far safer place for unborn system to insure that this man Thursday, said the estimated worst rates were for infant boys. recently signed health care over- get some
addiuonal support."
babies without George Tiller."
does not continue to foment number of victimized children Children under 4 accounted for
Roeder also was sentenced to hatred and violence from his had dropped sharply, from 80 percent of the estimated
903,000 in 2006 to 772,000 in 1,740 fatalities.
an additional year in prison on pnson cell."
2(138. However, there were
each of two counts of aggravatThe recent increase in fatali1,740 reported fatalities, up ties might be due, in part, to
from 1,330 in 2000.
changes in how data is collected
Carmen Nazario, HHS assis- and reported by the states, the
WASHINGTON (AP) — So Maryland Baltimore County, has
tant secretary for children and report said.
a scientist walks into a shopping boiled laughter down to its
families, said she was encour-They're right to ask the mall to watch people laugh.
basics.
aged by the decrease in maltreat- question of whether the increase
There's
no
punchline.
"All language groups laugh
ment, but sounded a note of cau- could be the result of more care- Laughter is a serious
scientific 'ha-ha-ha' basically the same
WASHINGTON (AP) — eration.
tion.
ful investigations," said profes- subject, one that researchers are way," he said.
"Whether yoii
Treasury Secretary Timothy
But in a nationally broadcast
"The results show too many sor David Finkelhor of the still trying to figure out.
speak Mandarin, French tir
Geithner said Thursday it's interview, Geithner also argued children still suffer from abuse University of New Hampshire,
a
Laughing is primal, our first English, everyone will undei
"deeply unfair" that financial that President Barack °barna and neglect, and we have not yet leading researcher in the
field of way of communicating. Apes stand laughter. ... There's a patinstitutions that got taxpayer- had no choice when facing a experienced the full impact from child abuse "But
it's a cause for laugh. So do dogs and rats. tern generator in our brain that
paid bailouts are emerging in financial crisis but to support the economic situation," she concern — and somebody ought
Babies laugh long before they produces this sound."
better shape from the recession President George W. Bush's said.
to be looking into it."
speak. No one teaches you how
Each "ha" is about one-15th
than millions of ordinary "unpopular" bailout plan.
The HHS data was for the
Overall, according to the to laugh. You just do. And often of a second,
repeated every fifth
Americans.
Geithner said the other option 2008 fiscal year, ending Sept. HHS report. an estimated 3.3 you
laugh involuntarily, in a of a second, he said. Laugh
He acknowledged public out- was to "stand back" and do 30, and did not reflect the reces- million referrals involving
the specific rhythm and in certain faster or slower than that and it
rage over that and said people nothing, "arid that would have sion that took hold in the final alleged maltreatment
of about 6 spots in conversation.
sounds more like panting or
watched
with disdain as been calamitous for the months of that year.
million children were received
You may laugh at a prank on something else.
Washington protected the banks American economy."
The report did not explain the by child protection agencies in April Fools' Day.
But surprisDeaf people laugh without
and investment houses whose
The near-failure of A1G and decrease, but child-welfare 2008. About 63 percent of the I ingly,
only 10 to 15 percent of hearing, and people on cell
risky bets caused the crisis, even the failure of investment bank experts
spotting the trend in referrals resulted in an investi- laughter is the result of someone
phones laugh without seeing,
as the national unemployment Lehman Bros. in September some previous studies — have gation or assessment, and
about making a joke, said Baltimore illustrating that laughter isn't
rate was soaring to double-digit 2008 sparked a credit crisis suggested that increased aware- 25 percent of those cases
ended neuroscientist Robert Provine, dependent on a single sense but
levels for the first time in a gen- throughout the nation.
ness and intolerance of child with a determination that a child who has studied
laughter for on social interactions, sant
abuse has had an impact over the had been victimized.
decades. Laughter is mostly Provine, author of the book.
past decade.
Most of the reports were filed about social responses rather "Laughter:
Scientific
A
According to the HHS repoit, by professionals — including than reaction to a joke.
Investigation."
the rate of child victimization teachers, police officers and
"Laughter above all else is a
"It's joy, it's positive engagewas 10.3 per 1,100 children in social workers.
social thing," Provine said. -The ment with life," said hat(
2008. That's down from a peak
About 45 percent of the vic- requirement for laughter is Panksepp, a Bowling Green
rate of 15.3 in 1993 and is the tims were white, 21 percent another person."
University psychology profeslowest since the congressionally Hispanic and 16.6 percent
Over the years, Provine, a sor. "It's deeply social."
mandated
survey
titled
—
the
African-Amen
can.
As
for
the
professor with the University of
MARTINSVILLE, Ind. tAP)
The Morgan County Sheriff's
— Two officers called to a home Department has taken over the
•
day care to subdue an unruly 10- investigation, and the police
year-old have been suspended department plans an internal
after one used a stun gun on the review of the incident, he said.
WASHINGTON (AP) — A Homeland Security, which was Police. It. Doug Cain, a state information contained
in the letboy and another slapped him in
It was the second time police federal intelligence
note is obtained by The Associated police spokesman, said the letter ter warranted state police
the mouth, a central Indiana had been called to the day care
to
warning police that an anti-gov- Press.
from the Guardians of the free review it."
police chief said Thursday.
for an incident involving the ernment group's
call to remove
Investigators do not see Republics arrived at the goverThe child suffered no signifi- boy, who was not identified.
dozens of sitting governors may threats of violence in the group's nor's office and the state police
cant injuries. Both officers have Capt. William Jennings went to
encourage others to act out vio- message, but fear the broad call were called.
been placed on paid administra- the home in February after
lently.
for removing top state officials
'They called us as they do for
tive leave while police investi- receiving a report from a neigh1001 Mailmen Ave.
A group that calls itself the could inspire others to act out any letter that's out of the
gate the confrontation Tuesday bor about the boy being chased
Murray, KY 42071-1040
Guardians of the free Republics violently.
norm,
Cain
said.
at Tender Teddies.
through his yard.
Phone(278)753-1916
has a plan to "restore America"
Louisiana
Gov.
Bobby
He declined to provide
Martinsville Police Chief Jon
Fax (270)753-1927
Jennings, a 36-year veteran, by peacefully
dismantling
parts
Jindal's
office
confirmed the specifics about the letter, but
Davis said he believed the offi- and Officer Darren Johnson
Mon. - Fn. 8,00 a.m - 500 p.m.
of the government, according to governor had received a letter said, "I can't say if it was threatcers could have controlled the responded to the home again
Closed Sat. & Sun.
its Web site.
and directed all further ques- ening, but 1 can say that not
94-pound boy without using Tuesday to find the boy hitting,
Slice Rouse. Publisher
As of Wednesday, more than tions to the Louisiana State knowing the group and the
force.
kicking and spitting on a care- 30 governors had received
arousertamurrayledger.corn
letal think they could have just taker as she held him down on
ters demanding they' leave office
Greg Travis, Editor
restrained the young man," he the front porch, according to
eibtoriamurraylesiger.com
within three days or they will be
said at a news conference. "Just police reports. Another woman,
removed, according to an interChris Woodall. Advertising Mgr.
held him down. Might have identified as the boy's guardian,
adsta1mutrayledgetrom
nal intelligence note by the FBI
'r
5
(
,
c
5
ended the situation."
pro
ontioot
it
diltn
to
.to(2.0,
ohltit‘
r
also was or, the porch.
and
Department
the
of
Jill Stephens, Classified' Mgr.
Mrs. Toni Fanchei, 62, Murray. died Thursday April I, 2010 at
her home. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
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Abortion doctor's killer
uses sentencing as forum

Child abuse rate drops, but fatalities rise

Laughter is a language
that everyone knows

Geithner: Bailout disparity
'deeply unfair' to Americans

Police use stun
gun on unruly boy

Anti-gov't letter calls for resignations in 30 states
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Home delivery 6 days a week

MAYOR OF MURRAY

• Greg is a third generation Murray resident
collectivist
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• Greg is a member of the city council
• Greg is the only candidate for mayor who voted against raising the
city sticker price to $50
• Greg believes before you raise taxes you conduct an objective
efficiency study to eliminate waste
• Greg was the first candidate for Mayor who opposed a "Payroll Tax
• While Greg's opponents believe progress is increasing your taxes,
Greg believes progress is low taxes and more efficient government

www.gregformurray.com
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Call the professionals at Hilliard Lyons.
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12-year-old guest speaks at Rotary
Club about childhood cancer
Special to the Ledger
Russell Bohannon, 12. and a
7th-giade student at Calloway
County Middle School, knows
whereof he speaks. Russell,
guest speaker at the Rotary Club
of Murray's weekly meeting on
Thursday. March 25. spoke on
the topic of childhood cancer.
In January of NM, Russell
reported he was diagnosed with
Stage 3 Burkitts B Cell
Lymphoma. In April 2(X)8. he
completed chemotherapy treatment at Kosair Children's
Hospital in Louisville and is in
remission. He will have semiannual checkups. the next being
in April.
"You could hear a pin drop in
the room during Russell's entire
speech," said Roger Reichmuth,
club president. "His positive
countenance, cheerful disposition, maturity and approach to
the content ot his subject, all
were factors in his speech being
so compelling,- Reichmuth state4. "One of the most endearing
moments in his talk had to do
with a description he gave of the
relatively small amount of

By Jo

Burkeen
Community

Editor

LIFE
By Russell Bohannon
(age 12)

I pretend that I am going to die
I feel the pearly gates of heaven
I touch the softness of the
clouds
I worry if people think God is
real
I cry when people die
I am a boy who likes his life

New Beginnings will be Saturday

New Beginnings Support Group will nieet Saturday at Westside
Baptist Church with the Incal. provided by Women on Mission
Group of Westside, starting at 6:30 p.m. The keynote speaker will
be LaTarsha Lee. All interested persons are invited. For more information or a ride call Ron or Linda Wright at 753-0156.
Photo provided

Pictured are, from left, Jayne Crisp, president elect of the
Rotary Club of Murray, and Russell Bohannon, guest speaker.
I dream of going to heaven
I understand that you have one
I try not to do bad things
life to live
1 hope I go to heaven
I say, Jesus is my Savior!
I am a boy who likes his life

Music department plans sale
The Relay for Life Team of the Music Department of Murray
Woman's Club will have a bake sale all day Saturday at Kroger.

Four Rivers meeting canceled
Four Rivers Musical Group will not meet Sunday as the
Calloway County Public Library will be closed.

Free pancake breakfast planned

Pictured at
Steven Da
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shirts.
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Kay Ray an

A free pancake breakfast will be Saturday starting at 9 a.m, at the
Lynn Grove United Methodist Church. Also planned are games.
prizes and an Easter Egg Hunt. The church is located to the right of
the caution light on Ky. 94 West at Lynn Grove.

Easter Egg Hunt Saturday
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church, 5717 Crossland
Rd.. east of Hazel, will host its annual Easter Egg Hunt on Saturday.
Each one should bring 12 filled eggs for the hunt There will also be
food. games, crafts and prizes

Dixon Cemetery plans cleaning
Dixon Cemetery. located in Trigg County. will have its spring
cemetery maintenance day on Saturday starting at 9 a.m. A picnic
will be served on the grounds at noon.

Good Friday service planned
First Baptist Church of Murray will have a Good Friday service
tonight at 7 p.m. Childcare will be provided.

Library lists closing days
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Calloway County Public Library will be closed today (Friday)
and Sunday in observance of Good Friday and Easter. The library
will be open at regular hours on Saturday and on Monday.

Baby Registry
Photo provided

MEMORIAL SERVICE: A Memorial Service for Captain J.M. Carroll of the
12th Kentucky
Calvary, Confecierate, was held Sunday at the Sinking Springs Cemetery in
Calloway County.
A veteran's tombstone was obtained by Fort Heiman Camp #1834, Sons
of Confederate
Veteran, to mark the grave of this Calloway Gountian who fought for
the Confederate States
of America during the War. Pictured attending the service were, from left,: William
Huffman,
sergeant at arms; Randy Stimson, great-great grandson of Carroll;
David Garland, Fort
Heiman camp member; Suzanne Veal Stimson, great-granddaughter of Carroll; Sandy
Forest,
lieutenant commander; Barry Grogan, commander; and Bro. James Stom, Fort Heiman
Camp
Chaplain. Not pictured is John Young, Adjutant.

ATTENTION:

—
Anyone needing personal care or
assistance with a loved one and
feeling overwhelmed. We invite
you to call Karen or Tamra at

of Murray

—
1.1..(

753-7109
and let us help you with both the
care and the financial assistance.
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Digital camera workshop
planned at Lake Barkley
CADIZ, Ky. - Digital photog- during the full-day workshop.
raphers can sharpen their skills
The program includes classat a nature photography work- room instruction, time in the
shop scheduled for Lake field, critique and editing
Barkley State Resort Park on processes. The fee is $75 and
Saturday, April 17.
lunch is included. Class size is
Curt Hart, an award-winning limited so residents are urged to
nature photographer and an make reservations early by callinstructor at the University of ing the lodge at (800)325-1708.
Memphis will lead the work- This workshop is for all digital
shop which begins Saturday at 9 camera owners who enjoy taka.m. Hart has captured more ing pictures of wildlife.
than 100 species of birds and
For more information contact
wildlife in his lens and will Nick
Edmonds
at
share his techniques and expert- nick.edmonds@ky.gov or call
ise with workshop participants the lodge at call.

The Last Song
PG - 1:15 - 3:35 - 7:15 - 9:35
The Bounty Hunter
PG13 - 1:40 - 4:05 • 7:25 • 9:95
Hos To Train Your Dragon 3D
PG - 1:30 - 3:55 - 7:05 - 9:25
Clash Of The litans 3D
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10-50% OFF STOREWIDE!!

;13- 100 • 325 - 6:50 • 9:15

21•9 N. 12th St.• Murray
753-7534
st4 (t14)
i as'••

Final sign-up day for summer play at the
Kirksey Ball Park will be Saturday from lb a.m.
to 2 p.m. at the Kirksey United Methodist'
Church. Players range from 3 to 18 years of age. -

The North Farm Recycling Center on North 16th Street will be
open the first Saturday, from 8 a.m. to noon and all day on the third
Friday of the month. North Farm will accept cardboard, paper, plastics 1 & 2, and aluminum.

I am a boy who likes his life
1 wonder if my life is going to
be short or long
I hear the bells of heaven
I see heaven from a lightning
bolt
I want to go to heaven
I am a boy who likes his life

Haley Quinn Kercheval,
daughter of Sam and Cindy
Kercheval of Madisonville, and
Andrew Lee Kell, son of David
and Elaine Kell of Paducah, will
be married Saturday, April 3,
2010, at 2:30 p.m_ at First
Baptist Church, Murray. All relatives and friends are invited to
the reception.

OWNER:

Final sign-up on Saturday

Recycyling center open

The following is a reminder
of an event scheduled this weekend that were recently published
in the Murray Ledger &

Karen Allhnnen cam

Murray-Calloway County Parks will have
a late session for parents who have missed
the deadline for youth baseball and softball
registration. A booth will be set up at the
Easter Egg Hunt on Saturday in the Central
Park hall field complex.
This will be the final chance to get kids
enrolled for the 2010 season. A $5 late fee will
be assessed. Sign-up will begin at 10 a.m, and
end before noon.

io's
Datebook

.:73emino1er

Cluldrrn's Clothing &.4(< flume.

e-mail: jo.burkesallhav rrayledger.com

Murray-Calloway County Parks
plans late registration session

money being spent for research
on pediatric cancer," commented Jayne Crisp, president-elect.
-Russell emphatically stated, "I
think this stinks," relayed Crisp.
as she smiled broadly.
Russell is the son of Rodney
and Kathy Bohannon and lives
with his family in Stella.
Russell read the following
poem as the opening of his talk:
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Showtimes Before 6 pm
Daily Starting Sat 4/3
Why Did I Get Married Too?
P613 - 1:25 - 4:00 - 7:20 - 9:50
Hot Tub Time Machine
R - 7:30 - 9:40
Alice In Wonderland
,
non,

PG - 1:35 - 3:45
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Diary Of A Wimpy Kid
PG. 12:55 - 3:10 - 6:55 - 9:00
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Easter Merchandise 40% Off
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400 Main St.• Murray, KY • 270-767-0007
112 E. Washington St.• Paris, IN • 731-642-7535

Senior Citizens planning trip
Murray-Calloway Senior Citizens Center is sponsoring a 4
days/3 nights trip to Biltmore Estate and Ashevile, N.C.. on June 710. The cost of the trip will be $345 per person, based on double
occupancy. A $75 deposit is due at the time you sign up. For detailed
information contact Ten Cobb, activities director, at 753-0929.

Shrine Bingo planned Friday
Murray Shrine Club Bingo will he Friday at 6:30 p.m. at the club
building on Ky. 121 North, Murray. The public is invited.

Reformers' Unanimous to meet
Reformers' Unanimous, a faith based addictions program, will
meet every Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The
public is invited. Child care is provided. For more information or for
a ride call the church office at 753-1834.

Murray Bank plans trip
The Murray Bank Good Life is planning a trip to the Southern
Women's Show in Nashville. Tenn., Thursday, April 8. A few seats
are still available. If you are interested in going contact Brenda
Sykes at 767-3338 or e-mail bsykes@themurraybank.com.

Veterans given assistance
Veterans and their families will be given counseling and assistance in filing claims for state and federal benefits from 12:30 to
3:30 p.m. on Monday and Thursday at VA Clinic, 2620 Perkins
Creek Dr.. Paducah. and Tuesday and Wednesday at the VA Clinic
at 1253 Paris Rd., Mayfield. Ron McClure, regional field representative of Kentucky Department of Veterans Affairs, will give the
assistance. For information and appointments, call 1-247-2455, est.
73906 or e-mail ronald.mcclureOrky.gov. Walk-ins will be assisted
as time permits.

Life House lists special need

Life House Care Center, located at 602 Poplar St., Murray, is in
need of baby wipes and size 4 diapers to assist the clients. Anyone
having some may leave them at the center which is open Monday
through Friday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. and closed from noon to
I p.m.
for lunch. For information call 753-07(X).

Cancer Society offering program
The

Ainerican Cancer Society has a free, transportation assistance program operating in Calloway County so
cancer patients
won't have to worry about how to get to and from their needed
treatments. It is called "Road to Recovery in which
trained volunteer
drivers will take cancer patients to and from their
life-saving treatments. To request assistance or information on how to
volunteer to
be a driver, call the American Cancer Society 24
-hour information
line at 1-800-227-2345. For additional information
on Road to
Recovery, visit cancenorg.

Special trip scheduled
Bank of Cadiz Travel Club has scheduled a trip
to Nashville,
Ind., for July 13 and 14. Places visited will be For
Bare Feet Factory
Tour, Brown Co. Winery Tour and Cabaret
Performance. This will
be motor coach transportation with one night
lodging, one dinner
and breakfast. Deposits must be made by
Wednesday, March 31. For
more information contact Jennifer Eidson at 759-4852
or stop by the
Murray office at 630 North 12th St.. Murray.
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Pictured are Marllynn Downey, left, co-captain of the Kirksey/Goshen
Relay for Life Team, and
Steven Dabbs, Relay for Life committee member, showing the quilt to
be auctioned off at the
Relay for Life event.

Kirksey women quilting for Tarton Day celebration
in Murray Tuesday at restaurant
for Life participants
schedul•Ray

The Women of Kirksey
United Methodist Church have
been quilting again and made
quilts from Relay for Life participants and committee member
shirts.
The shirts were donated by
Kay Ray and Teresa Burgess.

The women made the two
quilts along with five pillows.
The Kirksey/Goshen Relay
for Life team will have a full
size quilt and iwo pillows auctioned during the Silent to Live
Auction at this year's Relay for
Life on April 30-May I at the

Murray State University Stewart
Stadium.
A twin size quilt and two pillows will be a raffle prize during
the Relay, and one pillow will
go in the "Dream Team" gift
basket.
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STUDENTS OF THE MONTH: Calloway County Middle School has
selected the seventh
grade ''Students of the Month" for March They are from left. Zachary
Williams. Caitlin
Housley. Courtney Milstead and Russell Bohannon. The teachers selected
these students for
their outstanding character and for their dedication to the success of the school

Photo provided

PROJECT GRADUATION: The Murray Calloway County Board of
REALTORS® recently
donated $100 to the Calloway County High School Project Graduation. Pictured
above from
left, are Ellen Robinson: Lindsey McDougal; Twine Williams, Board's
Association Executive;
Shauna Wicker; and Allison Jones

Special to the Ledger
The
Western
Kentucky
Highland Society (WKHS)
invites all members of the community to attend the Tartan Day
celebration at Tom's Grill in
Murray on Tuesday, April 6, at
6:30 p.m. Price of the meal is
each person's responsibility.
The event got its start in
1995.
The
Caledonian
Foundation had invited the
Scottish-American organizations operating at the national
level to meet in Sarasota. Fla..
for the purpose of exploring
ways in which all might cooperate and advance their programs.
When the conference was held
March 8-10. 1996, Duncan
MacDonald, a trustee and executive vice president of The
Foundation, having learned of
the observance of Tartan Day in
Canada. placed this item on the
agenda for discussion.
When a second...nab:4W
meeting was convened Fehrtfary
7-9,1997, there was further discussion and plans were made for
the observance in that year. It
was agreed by the six national
organizations.
AmericanScottish
Foundation.
Association of Scottish Games
& Festivals,- The Caledonian
Foundation, the Council of
Scottish Clans and Associations.
Scottish Heritage USA, and the

Tartan Educational and Cultural
Assoc:ation, that this observance would provide an excellent venue to give visibility to
Scottish heritage.
JoAnne Phipps, a member of
Clans of Scotland, Inc. and also
a Caledonian Foundation member. working with the staff of
Senate Majority loader Trent
Lott, took the lead in prepanng
materials and background information
for
the
Senate
Resolution that appeared in the
Congressional Record of April
7, 1997. The Senator's staff was
provided with Duncan Bruce's
book, The Mark of the Scots."
which has important background information that was
then included in the Resolution.
Around the country, a true
grass-roots effort took place.
Thousands of Scots-Americans

Murray Central Park Ball Fields
in Murray, KY
Saturday, April 3, 2010
11:00 a.m.

Dean's List
Students from Calloway County named to UK Dean's List for fall semester
LEXINGTON. Ky. — The
University of Kentucky has recognized the outstanding academic performance of its students, including 13 students
from Calloway County who
were named to the UK Dean's
List for the fall 2009 semester.
To make a Dean's List in one
of the UK colleges, a student
must earn a grade point average
of 3.6 or higher and must have
earned 12 credits or more in that
semester, excluding credits
earned in pass-fail classes.
Some UK colleges require a 3.5
GPA to make the Dean's List.
A total of 4,395 students
achieved Dean's List recognition. "UK is happy to tout the
academic success of its students,
such as those who have been
named to the fall 2009 Dean's
List,- said UK President Lee T.
Todd Jr. "The success of our
students reflects well on them,
their parents, the high schools
from which they graduated, and
our faculty at the university."
The students from Calloway
County on the UK Dean's List
are the following:
Rachel Erin Adams, a sopho,
more from Murray, studying
undergraduate studies: Keni
Bazzell, a second-year phamiacy student from Murray. in the
College of Pharmacy; Colin
Walker Capps. a sophomore
from Murray. studying management in the Gatton College of
Business
and
Economics:
Ashlyn Faith Dowdy, a freshman from Kirksey, studying preelectrical engineering in the
College of Engineering;
Leanne Chrisman Hewlett. a
first-year pharmacy student
from Murray. in the College of

Pharmacy; Darlene Elizabeth
Kipphut. a junior from Murray.
studying political science in the
College of Arts and Sciences:
Colleen Erin McCoy, a senior
from Murray. studying integrated strategic communication in
the College of Communications
and Information Studies; Laura
Kathryn Mitchell. a senior from
Murray, studying mechanical

engineering in the College of secondary education - English
Engineering;
education in the College of
Justin Craig Palmer, a fresh- Education; Danielle Nicole
man from Kirksey. studying Pritchett. a sophomore from
English in the College of Arts Dexter. studying secondary eduand Sciences; Brennan Lloyd cation - English education in the
Parker, a junior from Murray, College of Education; Kelli
studying political science in the Anne Vinson, a senior from
College of Arts and Sciences: Murray, studying secondary
Laken Elizabeth Peal, a sopho- education - English education in
more from Murray, studying the College of Education.

found ways to observe the first
Tartan Day in churches, on
lage greens. at Scottish festivals,.
at social gatherings, and in dick
homes. It would seem that the
Scots in America had at last
found a cause around which all
could rally. Tartan Day waS
observed on April 6, 1997, foe
the first time in United StateS
history. And it is a day that will
be observed so long as there are
Scots who care about their heritage.
Thus, the WKHS is celebrating this national holiday in true
Scottish form at Tom's Grill in.
Murray at 6:30 p.m. on Tuesday.
Apnl 6, in honor of this founding day. Members urge the public to come and join them and
join the organization to embrace
and celebrate the Scottish heritage in America.

WP &WO TI1Otits A AIDS oferr ornyl an ewer I qv to
1? ore wniconte? There is no riwirigis'to
just mark,your eotendorir and !yet re4:14:it
The ''Great 98 Eggstravagaraa" from Save-A-Lot Food Stores, The
Plaid Rabbit, Bank of Cadiz and Trust Company, Right-way Nursery,
Taco Johns in Murray, Benton & Mayfield, The Murray/Calloway
County Parks and Recreation Department, The Murray Calloway
County Hospital, Stratemeyer Media and 98.3, K98.
V
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LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
HARVEST LAND
1.t Sunday
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
2 00 m
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
MINISTRIES INTERNATIONAL
3rd Sunday
Won,1,4,
200 o
Sat 9-00 a in
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Saturday
Celebration Service 7 p in
sahhati sr-h,
Sat 10-16 am
Morning Worship
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
11 00• m
Wednesday Spiritual Training 7 p in
Wednesday Youth Service 6 30 p in
Morning Worship
10.50 a re
Wed Praise, Worship Fir Altar S p m
AINSUCA111
Evening Worship
6.00 on:
ST. MARK'S ANGLICAN CHURCH
SHILOH FULL Gown ASSIOUILY
PALESTINE UNITED
MOUNT
HOREB
FREEWILL
BAPTIST
1214 Nleviteki Htiheote Benton. KY 42045
Thursday Night
Sunday School
Sunday School
7 00 p m
10.00 am.
9 30 a m
270-527-8002
Sunnay
Morning
10:00 a in. Worship
Worship
Senice
11.00 a.m.
11.00 a.m
10:00 am
Sun
lay
Evening
7
00 p m.
Fess Day Senores contact the Rector 252.3389
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11 00 a in.
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
UNITY OF FAIlli FELLOWSHIP
The Easter message is the core of
APOWNLIC
Evening Worship
Sunday
600 p in
Worship
9 30 a m
3 p.m
APOSTOLIC HOME FELLOWSHIP
the
Gospel.
The
good
news
of
Wednesday
NORTHSIDE
Sunday School
7 p.m
11 00 am.
Sunday
10700 an,
Morning Worship
10:00
Christia
am
nity is that death is not the
Wed Night Bible Study
7.00 p.m
Tuesday
CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
6.45 p m
Evening Worship
6 00 p in
Thunsday
last word, but rather a transition to
Bible School
6 45 p.m
9730• m
NEW PROVIDENCE
Worship
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
1130 a.m. & 7 p.m
School
our true home with God. Death may
10 00 a m
Wed. Bible Study
ASSEMBLES OF NO Sunday
Sunday School
7 p in
Worship
9-46 stm„
11 a in & 6 p m
HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
Friday Worship
seem invincible; after all, each of us
p in
Morning Worship
10-46 a m
OAK GROVE
Sunday Morning Worship 10 30 a in
will die, having little control over
HARMONY MENNONTTE CHURCH
Sunday School
Sunday Evening Worship 6700 p in
10 am
TEMPLE RILL UNTIED
1/2 miles weal of Lynn too..
Wednesday Bible Study
Worship
the details of when, where and how
700 p in
11 am
7pm
Sunday School
Sunday School
9.00 a m
1000 Liu
OWENS CHAPEL
we will die. On the surface, death
Worship
Preaching
10:00 am
1045 a m
Sunday School
10.00 am
Evening
'iervice
looks
7.30
both
pro:
inescap
BLOOD RIVER
able and permaPreaching
11:00 a.m
Morning Worship
Prayer Service
11:00 a in
5 30 p in
nent. However, we should not be
SATHER CHAPEL Ala CHURCH
HIGHER PRAISE
Evening Worship
Church
6.00 p.in
6 00 p in
fooled by the external appearance of death. For death
WORSHIP CENTER
Sunday School
1010 s.m
CHERRY CORNER
POPLAR SPRING
Praise
and
Woiship
10.30
am
6pm
Morning
Service
affects only our bodies. At the core of our being is our
1110 a.m.
Sunday School
10 a m
10 a in. Sunday School
Wednesday Family Training
7
pro
immaterial soul, the eternal spirit which we share
ahiP
11 a m & 6 p m. Worship 8 45 a.m & 11 a rn & 6 p.m
MAWR=
SALEM BAPTIST
COLD WATER BAPTIST CHURCH
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
with our Heavenly Father. Although we tend to idenSunday School
9:30• m
Sunday S hool
MURRAY CHURCH
9 45 a in.
Sundays
10.30
am
tify
ourselv
Worship
es
10.30
with
a
m. & 6 p.m.
our earthly bodies, the Easter mesMorn um Semmes
Sunday School
9.45 a.m
11 00 a rn
Wednesdays
7 00 p m
Wed Night Bible Study
710 p.m.
sage reminds us that this is a mistake. Our physical
Evening Servirna
Morning Worship
6700 p in
10.45 sin,
SCOTTS GROVE
Evening Worship
6700 p in.
bodies are nothing more than transient shadows and
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
MURRAY RESTORATION
10:00 am
Wednesday Worship
6.30 min.
Wednesday Service
Worship Service
6.30 p in
BRANCH OF JESUS CHRIST
11:00 sim
not our true selves. Easter is a celebration of our true
sunday School
Morning Worship
10,00 am. Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
10-00 a m
selves, our eternal souls. The Bible tells us:"The Good
Sunday School
Worship Service
10.15 a in
PICHTNISTAL
1110 sm. Wednesday Prayer Meeting 7:00 p m
AWANA
Ministry
Worship
Sunday Night
1110
a in
News
was
6700 p.m
promise
d
long
ago
by God through His
Wednesday Night 630 p m..14 p.m
BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
prophets.. It is about His Son, our Lord Jesus Christ:
CHURCH OF GOD
SINKING SPRING
SADDLE CREEK CHURCH
Sunday School
MOO am
Sunday School
1000 a.m
as
to His humanity, He was born a descendant of
Sunday Morning
Sunday
School
1100 a.m. Church
10 a.m
Worship
10.00 a.m. & 6700 p m
11.00 a m & 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
630 p in
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m
David; as to His divine holiness, He was shown with
Discipleship blaming
Wednesday
4700 p.m
7700 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m
great power to be the Son of God by being raised from
ERIMANIJEL MISSIONA
0 RY
BETHEL
APOSTOL
IC
SOUTH MARSHALL
Sunday School
death."(Romans 1:2-4).
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
10 am
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
11 a.m., 6730 pm
Afiernomi Worship
Worship
Service
6.00 p in
11:00 a.m.
Wednesday
Public Talk
7 p.m.
9:30 a.m
Sunday Night
Wed Bible Study & Youth 7:00 p.m.
And
I
give
5:00 p.m.
unto
them
eternal
life;
and
they
shall
SPRING CREEK
Watchtower Study
10 30 a.m. Wednesday Night
7700 p.m.
Sunday School
never perish, and no one shall snatch them
9:00 a in
FAITH BAPTIST
Worship Services
CALVARY TEMPLE
10 a rr.
Morning Worship
out
of
My
hand.
Discipleshi
Sunday School
p Training
10700 am.
6 p in
Evening Worship
i6
1:M°
00 a
p ni
c°
Worship
1100 a.m & 6:30 p.m.
SPRINGS BAPTIST
ST. JOILS
IMMAN11.1EI. LUTHERAN
We4j Evening & Youth Service 700 pm
Sunday Schaal
930 a.in
1010 a is. Sunday School
Bible Study
R.S.V. John 10:28
9.00 am
Morning Worship
11 a in
Worship
11,00 a m & 6
7:00 pim
Waramp
m.
DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10:30 a.m.
Wednesday
Sunday School
SUGAR CREEK
10-00 em
Sunday School
Worship
FIeIST BAPTIST
10 am
11 a m & 6 p m.
IllffR
OWST
Worships
Sunday School
11
a.m
&
6
p.m
945 in
Wednesday
MURRAY FIRST UPC
BETHEL UNTIED
7 p.m
Worship 8.30& 1045 am. & 6 p.m
Sunday School
10-00 am
Morning Worship
WEST FORE
9:30 a.m
FLINT BAPTIST
COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
Worship
Morning
11:00am
Worship
SECOND
STREET
Sunday
11,00 a.m
School
10:30 a.m. Wednesday
Sunday School
10:00 a in
Sunday
School
930 a.m
Worship
7:04) p.m
Wednesday Evening
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m
2nd & itrh Sun Night
10-46 a.m
6:00 p in
Morning Worship
11,00 a.m. Sunday Evening
Morning Worship
10-16
a
m
6700 p.m
Evening Worship
6700 p.m
Evening Worship
Ever.ing Worship
FAITH TABERNACLE
6,45 p.m
6700 pm
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
ViESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
Wed Bible Study
Sunday School
10,00 a in
700 p.m
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
Sunday School
Sunday School
10700 a.m. Worship
9:30 •.tri
Worship
11 a
5 a m..9 a.m. & 6 p m.
& 7 p m.
Sunday
Su.nci.thp
w
DEXTER
9,30 am. Worship
Morning Worship
10:30 arm & 6 p.m.
1110
a.mBible
Study
Sunday
10:15
School
a.m.
910
a.in
Wednesday
10.45
.
let
JENNY
&
3rd
1UDGE
7 p.m.
Sun.
PENTECO
Night
6:00
STAL
p.m
Worship
Wed Bible Study
10.30 a.m. & 6-00 nin.
7 p.m
BAPTIST
Saturday Evening
600 p.m
BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
Sunde..
LIVION
GROVE
Worship
COLD
WATER
10 311 a.m & Spin
a.m. Sunday School
10 a.m
FRIENDSHIP
Mormnig Worship
Sunday School
Worship
10:45 a.m. & 8 p.a. Warship
1050 am
10:00 am.
lia.in
Bible Study
10 a.m.
MURRAY ruurr uNrrsn
Evening Worship
Wednesday
Worship
0:00
p.m.
11:00
7
p
a.to..
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
in
Morning Worship
I
11 am.
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
L'NIVERSITY
Evening Worship
VICTORY BAPTIST CHURCH
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
6p in
Sunday School & Worship
10 am
Sunday School
Wednesday Worship
Bible Classes
v,w.d
Morning aWyorship
Worship Service
10 a in
9:00 a.m
11
7 p.m
& 6 p.m
810 a.m
Evening Worship
67
Worship
11 a.m & 6 p m.
Worship
1010 a.m. & 510 p.m
Sunday School
7 p.m
GREEN PLAIN
9:50 a m
p.m
Wednesday
7 p in
Bible Study10,00 a.m
WEST MURRAY
DEXTER-HARDIN uNrrEn
NEW CONCORD
Worship HAltD
Morning Service
874
00.11API7
9,15 &87
10:45 a.m
10,30 cm
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Sunday School
Evening Worship
10:00 a m. Sunday Worship & Service
10 a.m
Our. Schools 8:00,9:15 & 10:30 a.m.
600 p.m
Evening Worship
8.00 p in
Worship
Wednesday Worship
11700 a.m. Worship Sun 43 p m. & Wed 7 p.m
Evening Worship
7700 p.Ce
6:00 p.m.
CATINL
IC
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Wednesday Worship
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
7 p.m.
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
FIRST UNITED METHODIST
8T. HENRY CATHOL N.CHURCH
Morning
900 am.
Bible Study
Sunday School
9:00 a m
HAZEL BAPTIST
10.00 a.in
Worship
94-5&Ilain
Saturday Mac.
Evening
4 00 p in
600 p.m
Morning
Worship
Worship
10.60•in. & 6 p.m
Sunday School
9:50
a.in
9:30 a.m
Sunday School
Sunday Masa
Wednesday
9.50 a.m. Wednesday
10 30• m
7700 p.m
Worship
Evening Worship
7 p.m
Worship
600 p.m
10730 cm.& 6:30 p.m
ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHr
.
.
p
Mid-Week Worship
GOOD SHEPHERD UNTITill)
Church Training
700 p
530 pm
NW=If JEMI bT
UNITED PR6rrscoterrAL
Saturday Mass
in
Sunday School
HICKORY GROVE MRCS OF CHRIST
Wednesday Worship
10:00 a.m.
7700 p.m
mustcH-NEw CONCORD
Sunday Masses
Iff
8 a rn & 11 a m
Wff IMIN
Sunday Bible Class
Worship Service
11.00 a.m
9,00 a.m
Sunday School
CHURCH OF JESUS antler
10700 a.m.
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10:00 a.in
Worship Service
1E004:30 p.m.
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
Sunday School
100U a.m
Sunday Night
6 00 p in
GOSHEN
METHODI
ST
Sunday Priesthood
Worship Service 11:00 a in & 6 p.m
10:00 a.m.
AURORA CHRISTIAN
Wednesday Night
7:00 pm
Morning Worship
9-00 a.m
Sunday School
Wednesday
11:10 ain
11 am &fipm
7 00 p.m. Worship
KIRKE=
Sunday
School
CHURCH
10
00 a in
OF
CHRIST
Bible
Sacrament Meeting
Study Sunday
10 a in
12:10 p.m.
EIRESET BAPTIST
Sunday School
Bible Study Wednesday
1000 a.m
7 p in
Morning Worship
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
HAZEL
UNITED
METHODI
ST
Morning Worship
1050
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Sunday School
Aswan'
EIPISCOPAII
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
530-17:
1:30
° p.m
a En
11:00 am
Evening Worship
Celelmation
7.00
p.m
Service
900
in
a
ST.
JOHN'S
Training Union
EPISCOPAL
Morning Worship
19.45 a in
546 p.m
9-46 a.m. Worship
Sunday School
/Sunday & Wednesdays
9,45 a.m
Worship
10:30
a.m.
Evening Worship
6.30 p m
Worship Service
10745 am.
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
MURRAY CHRISTIAN risitowsiin,
Tuesday
1100 a.m.
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
12:00 p.m.
Sunday School
10.00 a.m.
10700 a.m. Sunday School
Bible School
Morning Worship
9:30 11 in
11.00
a.m
Worship
Sunday School
Service
Morning Worship
11700 a.m
10700 a.m
1100 a.m.
Worship
10:30 a in
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m.
INIEN
XBENT
Preaching
11 a.m & 6:00 p.m
Evening Service
6:00 p m
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
EIRESEY
L'ETTED
NEW
Wednesday Night
CONCORD
7:00 p.m
Worship Sunday
10,30 a.m
Worship
Sunday School
1000• m
960 a.m & 6 p.m
10700 a m. Siinday School
CIMITN NM IOW=
LIGHTHOUSE BAPTIST CHURCH
Children's Sunday School 11.00 am.
Bible Classes
Morning Worship
Sunday School
11-00 a.m.
9 a.m.
11700 a.m. Worship
1030 a in
Sunda
W.hiypSchool
10.00 a m. Reading Room Every
Wednesday
7
p.m
Wed. 12-3 p.m
FREEDOM HOUSE
OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
11 a in.„00
1&, 6
LYNN GROVE
2nd Wednesday
NEW PROVIDENCE
7:30 p.m
Sunday School
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
10:00 a in.
Wednesday Worship
Sunday School
Bible Study
9:00 am
9700 a.m.
Worship
11700 a.m.
Sunday School
1010 a.m.
Morning Worship
Worship
10-00 a.m. & 6.00 p.m.
WINN= VS GUIST
9:30 a in
LOCUST GROVE
Worship Service
11 a m. dr 6 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
ALISO CHURCH OF CHRIST
7:00 p.m
Sunday School
10,00 a.m
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Bible School
Worship
900 sin
1000 a.m
Morning Worship
11
PLEASANT VALLEY
UNITY CUMBERLAND
6pm
Worship Service
9:00 a in
Morning Worship
9:50 cm
Wednesday Home Groups 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
Morning Worship
Sunday School
Sunday School
1046' a in
10:30 a.m
10 00 a.m
Evening Worship
6.00 p m
Evening Worship
Worship
1100am &630pm
6700 p.m
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Various
churches
have
released information concerning
their worship services for the
coming weekend as follows:
First United Methodist:
Rev. Richard Smith, pastor, will
speak about " The Difference
Easter Makes" with scripture
from Mark 16:1-8 at the 8:45
and II a.m. services. Joan
Bowker is organist and Dr.
Pam Wurgler is pianist and
director of music. The anthem
will be "Hope Is Alive!" with
Garland Jones and Norman
Blakely playing trumpets and
Shaun Saulsberry and Anthony
Darnell playing trombones.
Kristen Schwartz will give the
children's message at both services. Acolytes will be Fiona Fox
and Allie Winters with Joyce
Key as acolyte parent. Also
assisting will be Kim Black.
Susan
Blackford,
Gale
Cornelison, Doug Crafton,
Teresa Betts and Gary Vacca.
Sunday School will be at 9:50
a.m.
Grace Baptist: Bro. Sammy
Cunningham, pastor, will speak
at the 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Henry Nance is
music director with Sherry
Fortner, Oneida White and
Kathy Garrison as accompanists. A baptism service will be
at the morning hour. The choir
will sing "Had It Not Been" and
Mitchel Jon will sing at the
morning hour and Charles Miles
will sing at the evening hour.
Assisting
will
be
John
Smotherman, deacon of the
week: David Emerson, Bobby
Hopkins and Charles Craig,

greeters; Jimmy Kimbro and
Phil.
Jason
and
Brian
McCuiston, ushers. An Easter
sunrise service will be at 6 a.m.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m.
Goshen United Methodist:
Rev. H.B. Fields, pastor, will
speak at the 9 a.m. worship service with Tom Villaflor as his
assistant. Becky Miller and
Jesse Lewis will be greeters.
Acolytes will be Emily and
Elizabeth Brunn. Kathy West
will conduct children's church.
The choir, directed by Alison
Chaney, will sing and Easter
cantata, "The
Dawn
of
Resurrection" with Pat Brunn
and Renee Doyle as accompanists. Sunday School with Tim
Chaney as superintendent will
be at 10:15 a.m. Sunday Night
Bible Study for Goshen and
Kirksey will he at Kirksey at 5
p.m.
Westside Baptist: "An
Easter Celebration of Life, "The
Reason for the Old Rugged
Cross" will be at the 10:30 a.m.
worship service. No evening
service will be conducted as this
is Family Life Sunday. Rev.
Glynn M. Orr is pastor, Scott
Douglass is minister to students,
and Shelly Harris is minister to
preschool & children. Tommy
Hoke and Mark Morgan will be
deacons of the week. Sunday
School will be at 9:30 a.m.
Scotts Grove Baptist: Bro.
John Denham, pastor, will speak
about "Resurrection" with scripture from / Corinthians 15:12 at
the 11 a.m. service and "Hearing
God" with scripture from Mark

4 at the evening service. The
monthly business meeting will
also be at the 6 p.m. service. The
choir will sing a medley of
Easter songs and
Kevin
Crawford, music director, will
sing a solo at the morning service. Mary Davis, Emma Dean
Clayton and Glenda Rowlett are
musicians. Sunday School will
be at I() a.m. with James
Rickman as director. The
AWANA Ministry will meet
Wednesday from 6:30 to 8 p.m.
University
Church
of
Christ: Charley Bazzell. minister, will speak about "The
Present Riseness of Christ" at
the 10 a.m. service and about
"Forgotten "Characters of the
Bible: Caleb," at the 5 p.m. service. Danny Claiborne will be
worship leader. Also assisting
will be Jack Wilson, Sherrill
Gargus and Green Bailey. Bible
classes will be at 9 ant.
First Presbyterian: Rev. Dr
Anne Mane Montgomery, copastor will speak about "This is
the Good News!" with scripture
from Luke 24:1-12 at the 10:45
a.m. worship service. Rev.
David Montgomery, co-pastor,
will be liturgist. Todd Hill is
choir director with Lee Kern
Hundley and Kala Dunn as
accompanists. Ushers will be
Meg Black, Michael Belcher,
Ann Stanley and Loyd Lewis.
Communion servers will be
Shirley Latto, Todd Wright.
Craig Weeder, Mitch Coy, Ralph
Pittman and Beth Belote.
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian:
Rev. Charles Westfall. pastor.

will speak about —the Barrier
Breaker" with scripture from
Psalm 20:1-18 at the 11 a.m.
worship service. Camme Cain
will led the singing with
Margaret Nell Boyd as pianist.
Sunday School will be at 10
First Christian: Rev. Ruth
Ragovin. senior minister, will
speak about "The Tomb as
Womb" with scripture from
John 20:1-18 at the combined
worship service at 10 a.m. Mark
Dycus is choir director with
Donnie Hendrix. Judith Hill and
Julie Warner, accompanists. The
chancel choir will sing "He is
Risen Now" with Dianne Miller,
trumpet. Assisting will be Dan
McKee], worship leader: Eddie
Phelps and Amy Roos, elders;
Knsta Crass, Jean Bennett,
Karen Durham. Chip Gray and
Fran
Miller,
diaconate.
Children's Easter Egg Hunt will
be dunng the traditional worship
service.
First Baptist: Pastor Sam
Rainer will speak about "Jesus:
The Life of God" with scripture
from Mark 16:1-8 and Acts
17:2-7 of the Easter Sermon
Series of "-Still the Way. the
Truth and the Life- at the 8:30
and 10:55 a.m, worship services
and about "66 in 52" with scripture from Jeremiah and
Lamentations at the 6 p.m. worship service. Margaret Wilkins,
organist, and Lisa Ray, pianist.
will be accompanists. The Praise
Team will be in charge of music
for the 8:30 service. The sanctuary choir will sing "End of the
Beginning" at the second morn-

Area Methodist churches aid Haiti
By Cathy Fanner
got over havDirector of Communications
ing to leave
Memphis Conference
behind everyUnited Methodist Church
thing they had
ever worked
Evie Pierre Beal was born in
for."
Haiti but moved to the United
Left behind
States with her parents and sibas well were
lings when she was 111 Her
Evie's cousins,
father, Emanuel Pierre. a chamthree women.
pion of human rights, was
Two survived
forced into exile by the corrupt P•ai
the recent earthgovernment of Papa Doc
Duvalier. He was aided in his quake that devastated the island.
Diana, the oldest, has not been
flight to safety by Methodist
found.
missionaries.
"I spoke to my cousins Sainte
"We had to leave everything,"
and Louise three weeks ago,"
said Evie, the wife of the Rev.
Evie said. "Joe tried to get them
Joe Beal, one of the pastors of to
come here to Paducah, but
Broadway United Methodist they didn't
want to, even though
Church in Paducah,. "I had the they have visas."
one dress I was wearing. My
Jocelyn, one of Evie's sisters,
parents couldn't even go to the is a translator for the United
bank to get money. They never

Nations. She went to Haiti two
weeks ago. "I talked to her,Evie said. "She told me that
Haiti will never be the same.
She doesn't think it can be
rebuilt without the help of the
missionaries. And she said that
the United Methodist Church is
there, even though it seems they
are never mentioned."
Jocelyn said she saw "tons of
young people." missioners, who
took their spring breaks from
college to help. And she saw the
United Methodist Committee on
Relief-one group in the capitol,
Port-au-Prince, and several in
the countryside. —That's who
you see there, the United
Methodist Church!" she said.
"It
seems
the
United
Methodist Church doesn't get its
due," said Evie. "The people
here at Broadway were wonder-

ful. I feel blessed They brought
money and baskets, tons of stuff
in my honor. Broadway has
been a wonderful family, we
couldn't a4 for better. I want to
thank my husband and the
United Methodist Church for
loving me and supporting me all
these years."
It's raining nonstop now M
Haiti. making an impossible situation even worse. Jocelyn saw
thousands of raincoats, sent by
Ben Hill United Methodist
Church in Atlanta, being distributed. But even with that and all
the thousands of health kits,
medical supplies and shoes sent
by United Methodists in West
Tennessee
and
Western
Kentucky, Haiti is in dire need.
"They: need everything." Evie
said. "everything."

Believing in the Resurrection
Question: Is it necessary to
believe in the resurrection of
Jesus
Christ in
order to be

announcement of his death and
resurection ahead of lime gave
the disciples evidence that he
was indeed the Son of God.
The apostle Paul gave further
reason to believe in the resurrecChristian?
tion of Christ in his letter to the
Answer: Christians in first century
To believe Corinth. He declared that any
that a man hope of a resurrection for us
actually after this life is totally dependdied
and
What Would ,ame back ent on whether in fact Chnst
was raised from the dead (I
Jesus De? to life is Corinthia
ns 15:12-23). Paul
By Richard
pretty said, "If only
for this life we
Youngblood, incredible.
have
Christ,
hope
in
we are to be
Minister of
even if he
pitied more than all men" (1
University
does claim
Corinthians 15:191. In other
Church of
to be the
words, without the resurrection
Christ
Son of God.
For some it is easier to believe of Christ. our lives will end at
in Jesus only as a good and wise the grave. If there is no hope
man who was the greatest beyond this life, where is the
teacher
who ever lived. meaning and purpose of life?
He also argued that the sacriHowever. if Jesus was not what
he claimed he was a liar and the fices being made by those
greatest deceiver the world has believers who were proclaiming
ever known. It would be incred- the resurrected Lord would be
ible to believe that a lying senseless without the resurrecdeceiver also taught the greatest tion (1 Corinthians 15:30-32).
truths for life that have ever Paul and the other apostles who
been found. Either Jesus was were witnesses to the resurrecwhat he claimed to be or else he tion of Christ were ready to die
was totally undeserving of any before they would deny that he
was alive. That's how sure they
respect or honor.
If we believe in Jesus, we must were that the resurrection of
believe in his resurrection from Christ was an essential part of
the dead because he foretold his the faith of Christians.
own death and resurrection.
Furthermore, he went on to
Jesus taught his disciples that he suggest that the hedonistic phi"must suffer many things and be losophy of "eat and drink for
rejected by the elders, chief tomorrow we die" makes more
priests and teachers of the law. sense than sacrificing one's life
and that he must be killed and for a lie (1 Corinthians 15:32).
after three days rise again (Mark There is little reason to be con8:31; cf Luke 18:33). The cerned about anything beyond

satisfying oar personal, momentary and selfish desires if there is
no resurrection and no life
beyond the present.
Do you have to believe in the
resurrection to be a Christian'?
Yes indeed. The whole of the
Christian faith that has sustained
God's people throughout more
than 20(X) years stands or falls
on the resurrection of Christ.
Through faith in the resurrected
Lord, Christians have release
from guilt and freedom to live a
new and different life free from
the power of evil. They have
reason to love, care, share and
live honestly, soberly and righteously in this present world.
Moreover. Christians have ttw

hope of a glorious life eternally
with God and Christ where there
will be no more death, grief or
pain. It may be difficult for
some to believe in the resurrection of Christ, but that belief
offers a better way to live than
any alternative found in this
world. Incredible as it may be,
that's what Christians all over
the world and throughout history have believed. What do you
believe in and hope for dear
friend?
(Send questions or comments
to University Church of Christ.
801 N. 12th, Murray, KY 42071
or phone 270-753-1881. This
article is reproduced on the web:
www.nchrist.org I

ing service. Amber Sugg will
give the children's sermon at the
8:30 service. Assisting will be
Dwain Bell and Don Herndon,
deacons of the week, and Boyd
Smith, assistant pastor of students. Bible Study will be at
9:45 a.m.
Glendale Road Church of
Christ: John Dale, minister,
will speak about "Living Hope
Through the Resurrection of
Jesus Chnst" with scripture
from 1 Peter 1:3-9 at the 9 a.m.
worship service and about
"Peace To You" with scripture
from John 20:10-21 at the 6
p.m. worship service. Also
assisting will be Todd Walker.
song director, Garry Evans,
involvement minister, Nick
Hutchens. youth minister, and
David Shepeard. Mack Harris.
Kent
McCuiston. Dwaine
Rogers, Justin Hendrick, Gene
McDougal, Jimmy Ragsdale
and Steve Rowhuff. A short

worship service will be at 5 a.m.
and Church School at 10 a.m.
Hazel United Methodist:
Rev. Alan Trull, pastor, will
speak about "Have You Seen
Him" with scripture from John
20:1-16 at the 9:45 a.m. worship service. Johnna Nance will
be in charge of Children's
(.'hurch, Toni Jones is organist.
Sunday School will be at II
a.m.
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist: Rev. Alan Trull,
pastor, will speak about "Have
You Seen Him" with scripture
from John 29:1-16 at the 11
a.m. worship service. Tiffany
Dowdy, youth director, will give
the Youth Moments. Karen Cole
is pianist and Sharon Myatt is
organist. Larry Chrisman and
Johnny Underwood are ushers.
Sunday School will be at 10

In our

CHURCHES
Aurora Area Ministerial
Affiance plans service Sunday
The Aurora Area Ministerial Alliance will conduct an Easter
Sunrise service Sunday at 6 a.m, in the Garden room of Kenlakd
State Resort Park Hotel.
Ivan Judd. minister of Aurora Christian church, will give the
Easter message. Carol Judd will lead the singing and provide spei
cial music. Marie Taylor will be the pianist.
Other participating churches are Aurora Baptist, Ferguson Springi
Baptist. Palestine United Methodist, St. Henry Catholic Church;
Unity Cumberland Presbyterian and Union Ridge linnet!
Methodist.
This community sunrise service has evolved over the years from
a simple service offered to the employees and guests at the Kenlalce
State Resort Park to the well-attended and well-represented service
iof recent years. All donations are used for charitable purposes in
the community.
The public is invited to attend the service

Lynn Grove United Methodist
Church plans event
Lynn Grove United Methodist Church will host a free pancake
breakfast and Easter Egg Hunt on Saturday. Doors will open at 9
Along with the breakfast, will be games, prizes, story time and an
Easter Egg Hunt for kids of all ages.
—This event is open to the community and all are welcome," said
April Arnold, pastor.

SUN RISE
SERVICE
Sunday, April 4• 6:00 a.m.

Grace Baptist Church
617 South 9th St.• Murray. KY
(No Sunday School)

MITCHEL JON
in Concert
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service will follow
Bro. Sammy Cunningham- Pastor

zoN

(a love offering will be received/
For more information call 753-7599
Visit Mitchel's website: www.mitcheljonmusic.com

Kopperud Realty's Open Houses
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2007 Atkins Way
Saddler reek Sithdit:son

GORGEOUS HOME WITH EXTRA WIDE
WRAP AROUND PORCH! This 4 bedroom, 3
bath home features eighteen foot ceilings in entry
way and a vaulted wood beam ceiling in the great
room. Beautiful pre-linished oak hardv400d floors,
in a gunstock finish can he found throughout the
home. Priced at $299,900. MLS #53793

711 Main St.

300 South 5th Street

604 Sycamore Street

DELIGHTFUL HOME IN THE HEART OF
MURRAY! This wonderful 4 bedroom. 2 bath
home offers spacious MOMS, beautiful hardwood
floors, renovated bathrooms, a gas log fireplace,
arched doorway: and a quaint hack counvard lotthose sunny afternoons! Priced at $105,000.
MIS #S5152

MOVE-IN READY! This newly remodeled 3,
bedroom. 2 bath home has many updates including new carpet and laminate flooring, new
kitchen countertops, new gutters with leaf guards
and fresh paint throughout Master bedroom has
been renovated to include a master bathroom and
a lk -in closet Priced at $74500 MIS #54565
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Looking Back
10 years ago
Published is a picture of Angie
Houser leading her dog. Baby,
a Pomeramar, during the Pet
Parade at West View Nursing
Home. About eight animals and
their owners participated.
Births reported include a boy
to Dr. Roger and Susan Lampkin, March 19.
Rev Larry Daniel, minister
of First United Methodist Church.
spoke on "Getting Published" at
a meeting of the Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's
Club.
In baseball games, Murray
Lady Tigers lost 9-6 to Reidland Greyhounds at Reidland and
Calloway bikers won 3-0 over
Lone Oak Purple Flash at Calloway.

20 years ago
Published is a picture of Bert
Rushing, 6th grader at Murray
Middle School, who was winner of the First District Spelling
Bee held at Paducah.
Also published is a picture
of Hoyt Roberts. Civitan Club
Pancake chairman, flipping pancakes in the kitchen of Rudy's
Restaurant as part of Civitan's
Pancake Day Also pictured is
John Emerson. Civitan Club president.
Births reported include a girl
to Kleile and Todd Gossum,
March 31, a girl to Kellie and
Jeff Murdock and a girl to Madonna and Michael Edwards, Apnl

30 years ago
Published is a picture of
Troops of Junior ROTC Program
at Calloway County High School
at their annual inspection in the
high school parking lot. The Laker
Marching Band accompanied the
troops during the pass and review.
Instructors are Chief Warrant Officer Billy Hudson and JROTC
Instructor First Sgt. Bobby Holland.
The Mixed Choruses of both
Calloway County High School

and Murray High School received
the highest possible ratings at
the annual Kentucky Music Education Association Contest at
Murray Stale University.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr and Mrs. Donald Miller
Jones, March 27.

40 years ago
A total of 1.95 inches of rain
was recorded in Murray yesterday, according to John El Scott,
official weathel .,bse .-ver for Murray.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Gene Darnall
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Bruce Evans, March 30.
The Parent-Teacher Associations of Alm°, Hazel and Kirksey Schools will have a basketball tournament for its men's and
women's teams on April 10 and
11 at Kirtsey School.

50 years ago
Luther Robertson, manager of
Murray Wholesale Grocery Company, has been named a director of the United States Wholesale Association, Inc., at the
annual meeting March 27-30 in
Dallas, Texas.
Participating in a joint NavyManne Corps Amphibious Exercise. March 22 to April 5, is
Pvt James K. Morgan at Camp
LeJeune, N.C. He is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. David Morgan of

Murray.
60 years ago
The Hogan Brothers Circus
will appear in Murray at the old
skating rink grounds on April
25. It is being sponsored by the
Murray Rescue Squad.
Mrs. John Rowlett presented
a program on The Influence of
Photographs and Paintings" at a
meeting of the Murray Magazine Club at the home of Miss
Hoy Robbins.
The Paper Drive for the benefit of the Boy Scouts held in
Murray raised about $35. according to Barney Smith, scout executive.

COMICS / FEATURES
Wife's mostly male colleagues
are threat to jealous husband
DEAR ABBY: My husband,
"Hugh," and I have been married 16 years We generally
have a good relationship, with
few arguments. We seldom participate in activities that don't
include each other,
Three years ago, I was hired
to work in
the office of
a manufacturing facility.
The
majority of
the workers
are
men.
Although
Hugh denies
it. I suspect
he's uncomfortable
By Abigail
about it.
Van Buren

Dear Abby

When I participate in company events for employees only,
he becomes jealous and rants
that it isn't fair for spouses to
be excluded. Once in a while,
my co-worl.ers and I go out
for drinks after work. When
I'm asked .o join them. Hugh
goes on the offensive, demanding to know all the details.
He then calls my cell phone
repeatedly until I get home.
I'm hurt that he finds me
and my associates so untrustworthy. He has met the people I work with and has seen
that they're all friendly and
happily married. I encourage
him to do things on his own
with his friends, hoping he'll
see that I trust him and will
return the favor. What can I
do to improve the situation? - PULLED IN TWO IN PENNSYLVANIA
DEAR PULLED IN TWO:
Have you talked to your husband about his behavior and
how it makes you feel? If not,

Today in History
By The Associated Press
Today is Good Friday, April
2, the 92nd day of 2010. There
are 273 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On April 2, 1917, President
Woodrow Wilson asked Congress
to declare war against Germany.
saying, "The world must be made
safe for democracy" (Congress
declared war four days later.) >
On this date:
In 1513. Spanish explorer Juan
Ponce de Leon landed in present-day Florida

In 1792, Congress passed the for Lindbergh's kidnapped son.
Coinage Act, which authorized (The !child, who was not returned,
establishment of the U.S. Mint.
was found dead the following
In 1860, the first Italian Par- month.)
liament met k Turin.
In 1956, the soap operas -As
In 1865. Confederate President the World Turns" -and -The Edge
Jefferson Davis and most of his of Night" premiered On CBS telCabinet fled the Confederate cap- evision.
ital of Richmond, Va.
In 1974. French President
advancing Union f
1Deorges Pompidou died in Paris.
In 1932, aviator
In 1980, President Jimmy Carter
Lindbergh and John F.signed into law a windfall profwent to a cernelary in The Bronx. its tax on the oil industry. (The
N.Y.. where Condon turned over tax was repealed in 1988,.
S50,000 to a man in exchange
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Necrotic jaw needs attention

you should. But please understand that short of quitting
your job arid going to work
in a convent, you can't improve
the situation. The problem is
your husband is insecure. Only
he can fix that, which would
first require his admitting it.
Sad to say. he may not even
be able to admit it to himself.
This is a difficult time to
go job-hunting, so I don't advise
it. But in the meantime, please
do not make his problem your
own. Accept that he has a
problem, but don't allow it to
jeopardize your work relationships.
DEAR ABBY: Is 00K to
have sex when you're a guest
in someone's home? I say no,
but my ht.sband feels the host
knows we're married so it's
not inappropriate. I think it's
rude and shows a lack of respect
for the host.
Would you please settle this
once and for all? When we
stay with friends, we end up
fighting during our vacation.
UNCOMFORTABLE IN
TEXAS
DEAR
UNCOMFORTABLE: For a married couple
to make love when they are
houseguests isn't rude or dis.
respectful, provided the pictures
don't fall off the walls and
there are no complaints about
noise from the neighbors. However, if the idea makes you
uncomfortable and unable to
relax and enjoy the intimacy,
then you and your husband
should vacation in a hotel where
you can expect to have more
pnvacy.
•••

DEAR ABBY: How do I
stop my shoes from squeaking? I have a pair that I love,
but they squeak so badly it
drives me crazy. Everyone can
hear my shoes when I am
walking. Can you help? -NOT THE OLD SOFT SHOE
DEAR N.T.OSS.: According to the book "Haley's Hints,"
a way to solve your problem
is to pierce the boles of your
squeaky shoes fol& or five times
with a darning needle.at the
ball of the foot.
If that doesn't do the rick,
'place the shoes in a solation
of salt water at WOOM temperature, just so the soles are
covered. After soaking for 15
minutes, dry them off and place
the soles in boiled linseed oil
overnight. The neist morning,
remove the shoes. dry them well
and your finicky foot weai
should be completely silenced!'
•
bear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips.
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips.

DEAR DR. (;OTT: I was
diagnosed with dead bone in
my jaw in June 2009. It is actually in the large torus potato
nus, on the roof of my mouth.
My oral surgeon is convinced
it was caused by my taking
Actonel or Boniva for osteoporosis for seven years My
family physician wasn't so convinced the
Boniva
caused this.
The first
step by the
oral surgeon
was to take
me off Bonivs. He said
we
would
only watch
the exposed
bone for six
By
months, that
Dr. Peter Gott there was a
chance the
bone would fall out on its own.
When he wanted my family
physician's permission to go off
the Boniva and I got it, I learned
my physician was not so sure
aboutit.
After eight months, the bone
has grown down, and some has
chipped off. Last week, the oral
surgeon pulled an area the size
of a lima bean out. The current plan is to continue to watch
it in the hope the dead bone
comes out completely on its

if I can
I take good care of my teeth,
and I am a 62-year-old female
who runs, lifts weights, takes
calcium, and tries to do all the
right stuff to prevent further damage to my bones from osteoporosis.'What do you think of
the idea of removing the other
half of the torus palatinus?
DEAR READER: The torus
palatinus is a benign bony growth known as an exostosis located
in the middle of the hard palate
in the roof of the mouth. Generally, it doesn't require treatment unless it becomes so large
it interferes with function or
dental placement. In fact, the
most comnion reason for surgical removal is that dentures do
not fit well The procedure is
relatively simple.
I am well aware of the issues
of necrotic bone from medications taken to fight osteopoft6..
sis. The issue came to
several years ago and even today
prevents a great number of,
women from taking the reconai.
mended medications.
•-'
I can offer my personal opinion but must defer to your oral
surgeon
regarding surgical
removal of the half torus palatinus that remains. If the necrotic (dead) bone ejects on its
own, your problems are likely
solved. If not, speak with another surgeon for a second opinion and guidance on what the
best course of action is for your
situation. I know this isn't what
you want to hear, and the waiting must be terribly frustrating.
Some considerations are
whether any sharp projections
interfere with eating and talking, and whether you constantly irritate your tongue if there
are projections. Good luck.

Dr. Gott

own in the next four months.
He told me all along it would
be a year before he would con-

sider it safe to do surgery if
any of the bone needs to be
removed. Half the torus palatinus has effectively dissolved. He
indicated we might want to consider removing the other half
to prevent bone from dying there.
I would like to avoid surgery

Dylan Hart
this past s
country ar
fall.

Contract Bridge
Bidding Quiz
You are South. both sides vulnerable The bidding has been

wrong to hid three clubs, which
would merely urge partner to bid
South
West
North East
again without forcing him to do so.
•
Pass
1•
Pass
You should be unwilling to run the
Pass
I•
I NT
Pass
risk a partner's passing when you
hold a hand so promising for game.
What would you bid now with
4. two spades. partner has no way
each of the following five hands?
of knowing that your previous spade
I.•AQ82 V A6•J2 K 10743
hid was based on a tive-card suit. Ii
2.•KO92•Q3•Ati•AQ532
would be normal for him to assume a
holdirg offuse spades and anywhere
4.•AQ175•8•413,51:14744
Tram Ibruc toils clubs.
5.* K.196•Ktrillk Air.198
The - two-spade rebid guarantees
•
five spades, since there would he no
point in rebidding an unsupported
t. Pass, l'amier usually has six to four-card suit. Furthermore, it
10 points and a balanced hand in this implies that you have either five or
sequence. Game prospects are there- six clubs, since you would not have
fore poor, so the only remaining opened one club with five spades and
issue is to select the hest partscore three or four clubs.
contract There is no good reason to
5. Three hearts. This is a picture
think the;a suit contract will fare bet- bid that describes your distribution
ter than notnirnp, so you should pass. and high-cad values at the same
2. Twowotrump. If partner is in time. Since you have bid three suits,
the upper half of his range, you can
your diamond shortness is clearly'
probably make game. At the same indicated, and yotr extra high-card
time. ti Is important to recogruze that values are identified by bidding three
partner might havepnly six or SO,en
hearts instead oftwo.
paints. This possAliry is catered to
Change the queen of hearts to the
by bidding only two notrump, which deuce and you would have a proper
shows about 17 or 18 points and two-heart bid. -Mc distributional picleaves the final decision to partner.
ture would remain the same, hut the
3. Three aotrump. It would he high-card content would be lower
Tomorrow: Weaker is stronger.
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A Barrymore
Study hard
Escalate
Gagers throw
(2 wds.)
48 Poetic name for

1 Truck mfr
4 Starting gate

8 Dutch colonist
12 Go team,
13 Home of the
Bruins
14 Nevada town
15 Reuben base
(2 wds.)
17 Claim on
property
18 Widen a hole
19 Merchandise
20 Behind, on a
ship
23 Immeasurable
time
24 Trawler's haul
25 Talked big
29 — polloi
30 Get on a plane
32 Forum hello
33 Bright colors
35 Merriment
36 Golfer Ernie -37 Laundromat fixtures
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Earth

1 Menacing
sound
2 Flowery month
3 Ernesto
Guevara
4 More pristine
5 Body of water
6 Shut with great
vigor
7 Tiny amount
8 Fit in with
9 Melange
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10 Used thriftily
11 Perlman and
Silver
16 Reproduced
19 Incite
20 Wan
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I kATE TO TELL YOU
TI-05, MA'AM,BUT THE
ROOF 15 LEAKING AGAIN

NO, I CAN'T GIVE YOU MY
HOMEWORK BECAUSE IT'5
IN MY BINDER WHICH 15
KEEPING ME FROM
PRO WNI N6..

WHEN YOu SIGH
MA'AM IT REMINDS
ME OF A BREEZE
WEAVING 1T5 WAY
THROUGH TUE PINE5
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21 Oxford or
pump
22 Shadow
23 Bungle
25 — -relief
26 Squall
27 Even once
28 Poor grades
30 Cotton pod
31 Startled cries
34 Room to
maneuver
35 Workout sites
37 Celtic priest
38 Pep meeting
39 Grocery buy
40 Difficult-toescape-from

situation
41 Gardener.
often
42 Hartford's st.
44 Air-traffic org.
45 Central part of
a wheel
46 Melodrama
shout
47 Chiding sound
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PREP TRACK & FIELD

Hams runs to Brescia
CALLOWAY SENIOR RUNNER SIGNS WITH
OWENSBORO SCHOOL FOR TRACK, CROSS COUNTRY

TOMMY DILLARD I Ledger 3, Times
Dylan Harris leads a pack of runners at a cross country meet
this past season. The Calloway County senior will run cross
country and track for Brescia University in Owensboro this
fall.

By TOMMY LLARD
Sports Wnter
Dylan Harris didn't need much time to
turn the ilea& of college track and cross
country coaches.
The Calloway County senior, who has
been running competitively for just two
years, recently signed his intent to run
cross country and track for Brescia
University in Owensboro.
Brescia coach Nathan Christianson targeted Harris after watching him run as part
of Calloway's state championship 4x800
meter relay squad last year.
Harris had the lowest split time in the
four-man relay at the KHS NA state meet
and was responsible for cha:ing down a
Louisville Central runner aft- taking the
baton in the No. 3 spot.

But his strong times hely the fact that he
is relatively young as a runner.
He joined the track and field team as a
sophomore with the simple motive of staying in shape for the fall soccer season.
Before long, Calloway coach Keith
Jared had convinced him to run cross country in the fall. Soon. Harris left soccer to
focus on running full-time.
"My first season of cross country, we
had a successful team and I was pretty
good at it for having never done it before.
so I decided to pursue it," he said.
His pursuit resulted in Harris being pursued by Christianson.
It was the persistence of the secondyear Brescia coach that eventually led
Harris to become the first Calloway runner
to sign with a college since Michael

Pritchard inked his name with FreedHardeman in 2004-05.
"What really drew me to (Brescia) was
how interasted he was in me." said Harris,
who is sÁ to embark on his senior season
of track and field and has individual state
championship aspirations in the 800.
"(Brescia) was second in their conference last year in cross country and this
year, with their new recruits, they're probably going to be No. 1 in the conference.
That was attractive."
While the Bearcats have a tradition of
successful cross country, the 2010 season
will be the first for the men's track and
field program.
Before signing with Brescia, Harris said
he was considering walking on with a
•See LAKERS, 28
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Report
Murray
nearly
swept
Marshall County in both boys
and girls action on Thursday at
the MHS courts, suffering just
one doubles loss in each contest.
Both Tiger squads swept the
singles competition and dropped
the No. 3 doubles match, winning 8-1.
On the boys side, two Tigers,
Dillon Ward and Topaz Prawn°.
shut out their opponents in singles action. winning 8-0. John
Thiede won 8-4 while Josh
Chambers took an 8-1 victory,
Ryan Alexander won 8-6 and
Ian Holme,; took an 8-5 win.
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PREP BA_SLEBALL

MICHAEL CONstor I AP
Butler head coach Brad Stevens speaks during an interview session for the NCAA Final Four college basketball tournament Thursday In Indianapolis.
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Hoosier Favorite
BUTLER'S FINAL FOUR RUN GIVES INDIANA
By MICHAEL MAROT
AP Sports Writer
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Butler
finally has the Indiana spotlight all to
itself.
With the Hoosiers missing the NCAA
tournament again, Notre Dame eliminated in the first round and Purdue ousted in
the regional semifinals, the state's rabid
basketball fans have rallied around the
one team still playing.
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Plump said.
Not this week.
The Bulldogs' surprising Final four
run has captured the imagination of a
state rich in basketball tradition, winning
converts with an old-school style that still
Plays well in Indiana.
Butler takes pride in its passing. It
plays defense Teammates enjoy sharing
the credit and there's mutual respect
between the players and 33-year-old

coach Brad Stevens. By putting together
a roster that has two-thirds of its players
from within a 125-mile drive from campus, fans from all corners of Indiana can
find somebody to root for.
From small towns like Connersville to
Yorktown to bigger cities like Indy and
Bloomington, blue Butler shirts are popping up everywhere. Even Indiana fans
are joining the bandwagon.
11 See BUTLER. 2B

PREP SOF TBALL

Lady Tigers stave off Livingston Central rally
HICKMAN'S YATES
SHUTS DOWN
LADY LAKERS

St.

org.
art of

"It's very satisfying because Butler
did not and had not gotten the publicity
that they deserved." says Bobby Plump,
the former Bulldogs star better known for
his 1954 game-winning shot that won the
Indiana state championship and inspired
the "Hoosiers" movie.
"When you're in the state with
Indiana, Purdue, Notre Dame. Butler's
going to come up fourth in the advertising and getting your name in public."

NEW FLAVOR

SIMI Report
Murray held off a Livingston Central
rally to take a 7-6 win Thursday at Lady
Tiger Field, improving to 2-1 on the sea-

rid
The Lady Tigers built an early 7-0
lead, but allowed the Lady Cardinals to
climb back in the game.
Senior pitcher Chelcie Winchester
relieved Morgan Huston in the sixth
inning and surrendered one run, but held

off Livingston in the seventh to secure
the win.
Huston tossed five and one-third
innings and gave up five runs, all of
which were earned, on six hits. She
struck out two batters and walked three.
Winchester surrendered just one hit, a
home run, in one and two-thirds innings
and struck out two.
The Lady Tigers were led at the plate
by Sarah Crouch and Jacqueline Vilardo,
who each collected three hits.
Crouch was 3-for-4 with two runs
scored while Vilardo went 3-for-3 with
one run. Amanda Winchester went 1 -for4, hit a triple, drove in three runs and
scored one of her own.

Lauren Dteleman went 2-for-3 with a
double and an RBI. Julia Curtis was I for-2 with a run scored and Emily Benson
was 1 -for-3 with two runs.
Livingston Central fell to 4-4 on the
season.
Murray travels to Caldwell County
tonight for a 5:30 p.m. first pitch.
Rickman Ca 1, Calloway Co.0
Calloway County wasted a strong
pitching performance from Brittany
Reynolds, failing to score in a 1-0 loss to
Hickman County on Thursday in Clinton.
The Lady Lakers managed just four
hits and left seven runners on base as they
fell to 4-3 on the season. Hickman
improved to 3-0.

Lady Falcon senior pitcher Brooke
Yates tossed a complete-game shutout
and picked up the win.
Reynolds was equally impressive for
Calloway as she also tossed six innings
and surrendered just two hits. She also
struck out three batters as she fell to I -I
on the season.
Hickman scored its only run of the
game in the third inning.
Calloway's four hits came from
Karlee Wilson, who went 1 -for- I, and
Neely Gallimore, Taylor Futrell and
Kristin Boggess. all of whom went I -for3.
Calloway returns to action after spring
break when they host Graves County on
April 13 at 5:30 p.m.

Sweeney
handcuffs
CCA
DOWNEY HITS
HOME RUN AS
TIGERS WIN
FIRSTGA
DISTRICT
ME
Mall Report
Murray won its third consecutive game and moved to 1-0 in
the 4th District with a 10-0 win
at Community Christian on
Thursday.
Aron Sweeney got the start
for the Tigers' district opener
and surrendered just one hit over
five innings while striking out
five.
Brock Downey displayed a
stroke of power at the plate,
going 2-for-3 with a home run
and two RBI as Murray
improved to 4-2 on the season
while CCA fell to 1-4 and 0-2 in
district play.
The Tigers got on the scoreboard with one run in the first
inning, then added two more in
the second. Murray made its
lead 5-0 with two runs in the
fourth inning, then ended the
game with a five-run explosion
in the fifth to invoke the 10-run
rule.
•See BASEBALL,28
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4TII DISTRICT

STIUIRINCS
Dist.(Owl.)
School
Murray
1-0 (4-2)
Calloway County
1-0 (2-3)
Marshall County
0-0(2-1)
Community Christ 0-2 (1-4)
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The West KY Youth Futbol Club U-13 girls soccer team took first place In the JPI tournament held on March
27
and 28. The girls on the team are selected from a regional tryout and come from Paducah. Murray, Trigg County,
Princeton. and Marshall County. The team members are: Gabriella Argotte, Caitlin Garner Sydney Geiger,
Madison Guthrie. Sarah Humphreys. Cami Jones, Mackenzie Kemp, Madison Lane, Melissa Ross, Riley Sigler.
Kenzley Sparks. McKinsey Speight, Courtland Stephens. Maggie Swift. Molly Thompson, Hannah Travis,
Bethany Vogt, Sydney Vogt and Katie Werlitz.

Big plays rule day at scrimmage
they were able to recover a fumble near midfield.
The offense was not discouraged as Casey Brockman came
out and led the second team on a
12-play scoring drive. Redshirt
freshman
Arthur
Brackett
caught three passes on the drive
for 30 yards, while senior Alex
Estes caught a pair of passes.
including a four-yarder for die
touchdown.
Rashad Daniels made a big
play on the next series as he
hauled in a 55-yard pass from
Jeff Ehrhardt. On the next play,
transfer Josh Brown went up the
middle for the five-yard touchdown.
The defense took over the
scrimmage at that point and held
the offense on 10 straight drives,
with no drive lasting more than
six plays. The drives were

thwarted by six sacks, including
three from defensive end Janaal
Crook.
The offense finally got
rolling again as Brockman
found Bracken on a 92-yard
strike down the right sideline on
a 3rd-and-7 play.
"We hail some big plays by
some receivers, and defensively
we had good tackling going on,
much better tackling this scrimmage than we did last scrimmage.” said Hatcher. "The big
thing with us is we are very thin
and sometimes we get some
mismatches on either side of the
ball and it makes one group look
better than they really are.”
With the ball placed on the
30-yard-line, the offense was
able to score quickly on back-toback series. Ja-Vonta Trotter
hauled in
30-yard pass from
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Ehrhardt on the first play of the
next drive, while the second
play of the next series ended
with a nice run after catch for
Dexter Durrante on the 27-yard
touchdown.
Zach Kutch stepped up for
the defense on the next series
with an interception on the first
play.
Following two more stops by
the defense, the offense got the
ball in the red zone and was able
to score on five of six possessions. Bracken got his second
and third touchdowns of the
scrimmage,
while
Patrick
Robertson hauled in three touchdowns of his own.
The scrimmage ended with
the offense running 10 plays
from the three-yard line. Justin
Clark batted down a pass on the
first play, but the offense
responded by scortng four times.
"Offensively, Arthur Brackett
made a couple good runs on
some short passes and made a
great 92-yard touchdown catch."
said Hatcher."He is just a freshman, so when he learns to turn it
on all the nine. there could be
some good things down the road
for him."
"Defensively. Erik Fennell
and Justin Clark made some
good plays. Probably the most
consistent performer we have
had defensively all spring has
been Harry McCall. He has
made some plays and has
become the leader of the
defense."
The team will return to the
practice field April 7 at 5:20

From Page 1B
"Today
everyone
in
Indianapolis is a Butler
Bulldog." Indianapolis mayor
Greg Ballard — an Indiana
graduate — declared at a raucous pep rally this week that was
more like an event for the NFL's
Colts.
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At Victory Field, home of
Indy's minor-league baseball
team. the words "Go Dawgs"
have been scripted into the
stands. At the Indiana Basketball
Hall of Fame in New Castle,
home of two Butler players and
an assistant coach, growing
crowds are asking more questions about Butler basketball.

Richerson went 2-for-3 with
an RBI while Buck was 2-for-3
with a double. Lawson went 2for-3 with a double and two
RBI.
Murray returns to actiep
.
Saturday at Webster County.
First pitch is set for I p.m.
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mi Tennis
From Page 1B
In doubles action, the No. I
team of Ward and Shawn
Schuring took an 8-2 win while
Alexander and Drew Kelleher
won 8-1.
The Tigers' only loss of the
day came when the Marshall
County squad of Austin English
and Dylan Harrington beat Rob
DeBoer and Zach Travis 9-8 (73) in a tiebreaker.
On the girls side. the Lady
Tigers won their singles marches
with ease as Cassidy Copeland
and Kristina Kiefer took 8-2 victories. Dheepa Loganathan shut
out her opponent 8-0, lantzen
Sparks won 8-5 and Hannah
Riley and Megan Perry both
won 8-1.
In doubles action, Copeland
and Kiefer won 8-1 and
Loganathan and Samantha
Taylor won 8-0.
The Marshall County squad
of Chloe Hendrickson and
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•Baseball
From Page 1B
Murray racked up 13 hits on
the night and r..ortunitted one
error while CCA finished with
two errors.
The Tigers were led at the
plate by Downey, Tanner
Richerson, Terrell Buck and
Sawyer Lawson.

error Mur

resconsib

Chandra Sullivan beat Marie!
Jackson and Tiya Muuka 8-1.
Murray returns to action
April 12 at Lone Oak at 4 p.m.
Calloway sweeps Ballard
Calloway County swept
Ballard Memorial in boys action
Thursday at the CCHS courts.90, and won 1-0 in girls action.
On the boys side, the Ulcers
took four 8-0 victories from
Karl°
Vasquez,
Zach
Fortenbery, Nate Clause and
Charlie Watson. Jake Darnell
won 8-1 and Theo Qualls won 83.
In doubles, Darnell and
Watson won 8-5. Vasquez and
Qualls won 8-0 and Fortenbery
and Nick Holt won 8-5.
In the lone girls match of the
day, Calloway's Audra Hopkins
won 8-4. Many Lady Lakers
scrimmaged Ballard boys and
won their matches.
Calloway returns to action
April 12 at Heath at 4:30 p.m.::
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MSV FOOTBALL

By MSU Sports Informatics
The Murray State football
team conducted its second
scrimmage of spring practice
Friday morning on the turf at
Stewart Stadium.
The team scrimmaged for little over an hour with both sides
of the ball coming up with big
plays.
It comes down to being consistent on both sides of the ball,"
said head coach Chris Hatcher.
"I thought it was a really good
scrimmage. Our intensity was
good. We need to work on being
more intense for the entire operation. Early on, the defense kind
of had their way and when we
got into the red zone, the offense
really picked it up."
The defense made the first
big play on the opening drive as
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From Page 1B
Division I program, specifically
Western Kentucky.
The training regime at an
NAIA program is less intense,
however, and would provide for
a smoother transition, he said.
"I'll probably be running 6080 miles a week, and right now
I'm at 30-40," he said. "It will
still be lower mileage than a
Division I school. so it will be
an easier transition."
Harris calls the 8(40 meter his
specialty and ranks fourth in the
state in Class AA going into this
season.
While hunting for an individual championship, he may also
have the chance to defend his
relay title if the Lakers can find
a fourth runner to go with Ryan
Thurman, Robby Friedrich and
Harris.
He'll also have a chance to
run down Calloway's school
record in the 800. which currently sits at 2:01. Harris' personal
record was 2:03.31 at the state
meet last year, but his split time
in the relay was two minutes
even, a record-breaking time
had it come in an individual
race.
When he joined the track
team as a sophomore. he was
initially placed in the 400, a
sprint event, before moving to
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DAVID DOWDY / Cdii(
C,',Jnh, Schools
Calloway County senior Dylan Harris (left) shakes hands
with Brescia cross country and track and field coach
Nathan Christianson after signing his letter of intent in
the CCHS library.
the 800 as a junior after developing a knack for distance in cross
country.
"Dylan has the stereotypical
build for a distance runner, but
he has more natural speed than
most cross country runners,"
says Jared. "He can be a spnnter, and that versatility sets him
apart"
According to the 10th-year
cross country and track chief at
Calloway, the only thing standing between Hams and a suc-

cessful college career is simply
more time.
"He just hasn't been running
very long," he said. "He's still
working on building up his
training and learning about running.
"I think that's the only reason
bigger schools weren't looking
at him — his times aren't that
impressive, but you have to look
behind the scenes and see what
he's doing with the level of
training he's had."
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Murray State University is accepting bids frm,

Glen

qualified contractors for Hart College HVAC
upgrade on upper floor project, on the campus on
Murray State

University
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Select Items 20%
Booth #66

ROCHESTER,IN

11

24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
912 Widtmeen Ave.

• Trends 8.1 Treasures Mall
•
told Uncle Jeffs Building i
•
••,_•_•1 •0••
•

3- 853

Health Ins./ Retirement Plan
Murray State University is accepting bids from

Field, home of
eague baseball
Is "Go Dawgs"
ipted into the
diana Basketball
in New Castle,
Wei players and
:oach. growing
ing more queser basketball.

Also seeking Part time drivers

Murray State University There will be a pre-bid
conference at 10-00am. April 12, 2010. Bids will

Pleas* call 270-759-5540

I

$75.00 PER
MONTH

[CALL 753-191S

arms to action
rebster County.
for I p.m.

mew Baird

2ounty
swept
al in boys action
CHS courts, 9n girls action.
side. the Lakers
victories from
mez,
Zach
te Clause and
. lake Darnell
ci Qualls won 8-

Darnell and
5. Vasquez and
and Fortenbery
on 8-5.
us match of the
Audra Hopkins
/ Lady Lakers
Hard boys and
:s
Urns to action
at 4:30 p.m.':
:•

NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the test insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one
incorrect insertion.
Any error should be
reported immediately
so corrections can
be made.
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
Information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities
TURKEY
-HUNTERS
„..

i•

(270) 293-9781
(270) 436-2626,

NON-SMOKING
female seeking roommate Fumishea 2BR
apt in Murray. Utiiities,
w/d, cable included.
$350/mo plus deposit
731-642-0210
Lod and Found

Count), Schools
hakes hands
field coach

• of intent in

areer is simply

t been running
aid. "He's still
tiding up his
iing about run-

be only reason
eren't looking
ties aren't that
su have to look
, and see what
the level of
•

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Time*.

Call 753-1916
LOST_ BORDER
Collie. male, East
Calloway, 280-Hwy
12701227-8225

owNw

- iZik1117'

BORED1?? Join Mec
Mb's Cajun & Seafood
Restaurant's "Mardi
Gras Paris Landing
Teem. Now interviewing manager eaperienced full service
casual dining (corporate background preferred) E-mail resume

Bntthaven of Benton is currently
accepting applications for a full-time
afternoon LPN position We also offer ar.
excellent benefit package. Must be licensec
in the State of Kentucky.
Apply ir- person at Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOEAAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

mburg03990criarter net
or fax 731-968-0399.

HELP WANTED

DISCLAIMER

Resident Assistant 'full or part
time with benefits. midnight shift,
training provided.

When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our Liassifieds
webpage at
murrayledger corn.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork com
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
40bsitc, not all listings
.41 the jobnetwork cent
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Tunes Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you

kcary

Landscapes, Inc
Maintenance division
has tu41 time opening
Qualified applicant must
have safe camng history
pass drug screen and
background check
in
son

Woods

84 Utterback Road
(270) 759-8700

C.A. JONES
Management
Group,

FULL-TIME
maintenance position opening
with benefits, $8.75
per hour, non-negotiable. Must be able to
bene. stoop, and lift at
least
50
lbs.
Knowledge of electncar, plumbing, and light
carpentry
required.
Previous maintenance
experience preferred.
Hilldale Apartments
64 Helldal() Lane *301
Hardin, KY 42048
Phone (270)437-4113
EOE

LOCAL expedite corn
pany seeking an OTR
dnver
will
accept
teams or singles No
CDL needed. No logging Clean MVR.
580-794-0402.

1.1.

C.A. Jones Management Group is hinng
for various positions in the following fields:
*Information Technology
*Administration *Marketing
*Warehouse Management
Please visit our website
www.chuckjones.net for more information
and on how to apply.
060
1480 Warded
JOIN TNE TEAM!

-40.bt

Pad-time office assistant Plexibie hours
Strong orgarsaanonal
skills 8 experience with
guidebooks microsoft
office a must
Send resume to
512 S. 4th St.
PT- Curves- Worlds
largest fitness organization, looking for a
circuit coach. If you
are energetic, self
motivate, have an outgoing personality and
love to work with people, pick up an application at 602 N 12th
Street, liCrray,KY.
Perfect opportunity for
someone returning to
the workforce.
REWARDING Career
Opportunity.
immediate openings.
Professional
sales
position with excellent
income potential for a
serf-motivated, hardworking team player.
Excellent fnnge benefits. Complete training
provided. Bring resume
to Fleming Furniture.
3060 Hwy. 641N.,
Murray. KY 42071 or
email to murray0flemingfumrture.com

SPORTABLE SCORE
BOARDS. a local rnanufacturer of electronic
scoreboards, is seeking an individual with
diversified qualifications for the full time
position of Customer
Service
Representative.
The successful candidate will have call con
ter experience, be
computer savvy, posse
excellent communication skills and will be
able to multi-task while
responding to our customers' needs in a professional manner.
Qualifications include a
minimum of 1-2 years
experience in a customer service role,
ability to document
calls, resolve customer
issues
and
enter
orders with high attention to detail.
Sportabie Scoreboards
is a solid, growing
company that offers
competitive wages and
benefits. Please apply
106 Max Hurt
at:
Drive,
Murray
KY
42071 or email resume
to. recruitingescoreboardl.com

FREE PALLETS
CO-TEAM dnver to
drive with 1 person
Male or female
270-924-9933

THE LODGE
RESTAURANT
is now

positions.
Apply at 1674
Hwy 121 N
Starting
April 5th
12-4pm
WE need your smileFull time postion available for enthusiastic,
fun person to add to
our team You must be
able stand and stay
busy for entire shift.
This is a 35-40 a week
postion. Apply in person 9-11am or 2-5pm
mon-sat.
Culvers of Murray
EOE.

Articios
For Selo
REX'S Worm Farm
4600 Irvin Cobb Rd.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)436-2189
Wax Worms
250- cup $6.00
Night Crawlers
$2 00 dozen
Meal Worms
1,000 $15.00
Red Worms
40 cup $3.00
SCAG 72' deck vr/
23hp Koier engine, one
owner
Kenmore
portable, black front,
white sides, butcher
block top dishwasher.
GE portable harvest
gold, butcher top block
dishwasher. King size
headboard with bedding.
nightstano,
dresser metal desk, let
ski and trailer. Used
windows and dcors
270-753-4095 leave
message.

Appian=

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply In
person after 7:00P
No phase calls.

HAIRDRESSERS
needed. Well established, high traffic
salon. Booth rental
Murray, KY.
270-227-9319.

060
HIM Wiwilad

accepting
applications
for all

CC-199S-10

IAD FOR ONLY

an beat Martel
a Muuka
tins to action
Oak at 4 p.m.

Monday thru
Fnday
10 a.m.-4 pm

open April 20, 2010 at 2:15pm. Contractora may
receive a copy of the bid advertisement by contacting Steven Stapleton 12701805-4099 and referencing

rGET THIS IXI

ent 2-for-3 with
tick was 2-for-3
Lawson went 2louble and two

Paid Holidays & Qrt Safety Bonus

qualifed contractors for Hester College HVAC
upgrade on upper floor project, on the campus of

Loading Dock of Murray Ledger & Times
First Come • First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

CHILDCARE cente
seeking Infant Teache
with CDA or higher
Full time with benefits
Please apply in person
at 1406 Suite B, North
12th St., Murray.
HOUSE & Office
cleaning. References
293-3253

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES.
WARD ELKINS
-605 E
.1270) 753-1713

litustda

pre-enrolling
NOW
children ages 0-5 yrs.
at Christian childcare
center, located at 810
Whitnell
by
Neon
Beach Full-time child
care rates $110/week
Part-time rate $23/day
767-1177. Come grow
with us.

Apartments For Rent
2BR near MSU. appliances furnished,
C/H/A. Coleman RE
753-9898
313R, 28A, no pets
$700/mo + $700
deposit. 293-5423
48R, C/H/A, all appliances Coleman RE
753-9898
4BR, CA-VA. all epee
ances Coleman RE
753-9898.
Calloway Garden
Essex Do n,
Apartment
1505 Diuguid Drisc
Murray. In 420- 1
One and Two
Bedroom Apartments
270-7534.556
TDD 1411*-545-la33
Ext. 283 .
6
1 guai ocououneS

tar

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 2 bedroom
with deck and outside
storage All appliances
including washer.
dryer, and dishwasher
$510/mo. 759-985 or
293-7085.
LARGE 38R apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus, CA-VA. W&D,
$600 water, sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets 759-4696
293-4600
NICE,
1BR,
w/d,
smoke free, no pets, 1
y r lease. 5350/mo.
226-8006
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3beoroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDO #1-800-648-6056

Super Cleaning
Do you need your
house cleaned top to
bottom'? Give
Me a call
731-336-3891

L

Moray nerd*
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668

All sizes to
AI your needs
Ladled M
Froggy radio station

75

9 759-9854

GISC
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell:(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. • 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
185Q St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

.1101 liebirtil
I
\''IL.

J&L RENTALS
MINI•STOILAGE
720 S.•ITH ST
It'iworr of In S & I awidak
10X10 S2S 111‘15 $10
(270) 436-2524
12701 291459(16
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
enside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
'We sell boxes,
eiVe rent U-Hauls
753-9600

129

MDM COMPUTERS
Service Sales
Repairs.Upgrades
759.3556
140
Want talky
ANT1OUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING old U S. Coen
collections
Paying
Blue Book value
293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S 12th,
Murray.
150
Midas
For Sail
2008 scooter. $600
748-7700.
GOLF carts gas &
electric 293-6430
TEMPORARY service
pole Complete with
breakers & ground
wire Paid $175.00,
sell $9000 OBO
767-1936. 293-7679

1984 14x70
Buccaneer 2BR, 28A,
C/HA. great condition
$10,000. Located:
Coach Estates C-2.
270-227-1485.
1994
Fleetwood
70x14, front & back
deck. Electric aic. gas
heat. Appliances must
be moved $8.500
270-703-0435
280
INN Noma For Runt
38R 270-227-8802
NEWLY
remodeled
2BR, $295. No cats
753-6012
NICE 2 bedroom, no
pets 753-9866

1 OR 2br apts. nea
downtown
Murray
Lease and deem
required. 753-4109.
1BR Apt, some utilities
paid, no pets.
S270/mo. 767-9037
1BR, pnce reduced,
various
locations
Coleman RE
753-9898
28R apt partially furnished, some utilities
paid. no pets
1300mo 767-9037

IBR on KY lake Den,
sunporch. deck. 2 car
garage, stove, refrigerator. w/d,
$300
deposit,
$450/mo.
Cats
OK.
354
Onftsvood Ln., Murray
KY 42071
436-5459
3BR, IBA, appliances
house in country. $400
per month 753-2422
3BR. IBA, W&D
included. $650.,mo.
$650/dep 603
Sycamore. 3BR. IBA
1710 Farmer Ave.
$750/mo, $750/clep
(270)293-4600
(270)293-3710
FOR rent or sale 36R
1.5BA. very nice, app)i
ance furnished
753-2506
FOR Sale or Lease
38R 2 Bath lakefront
property with dock 2
112 car garage
270-873-7826
SMALL 2BR, appl,
ances furnished, $39 -,
rent & utilities. $39.5
deposit. 1 yr lease, no
pets 270-753-6156

Pats IL Supelin

DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858

I

AKC Dachshund puppies black & tan 6weeks old. 1st shots &
wormed.
Pictures
available by e-mail
Located near Paris.
TN $200
731-247-3727.
AKC
registered
Doberman
Pinscher
puppies 9 WkS old,
tales cut, dewclawed
Male-$400. Female$350.
Shots
&
wormed.
731-336-7848
BORDER Collie puppies, born 1/12/10,
ABCA,
dewormed
shots, farm raised
270-988-3564
DOBERMAN Pinscher
AKC 6-male. 6-female,
ready third week of
April. 270-753-0531.
RAT Terrier puppies,
small to medium, will
be six to ten lbs Ready
now. $75 each.
270-753-2293.
ROTTVVEILERS AKC
born 2/05/10 Males
and females, shots
wormed, tails docked
dew claws removed
Excellent size, colors
Parents on-site
753-0300
SHIH-TZU
puppies
AKC. CKC, shots
wormed, $300 270251-0310 evenings
Uvula* Suppilas
Laying hens for sale
$3.00 each. 753-9742.
LOCALLY grown premium hay Available at
times.
all
Alfalfa
mixes, grass mixes
Square and round
bales. Some wrapped
High protein, TON
Students & truckers
welcome.
270-7538844 before 9:00pm
400
Yard Sale
1
YARD SALE
404 HIGHLAND RD
Take 94 East to
1346, turn right.
follow signs, 14
miles from Murray.
Friday & Saturday
7:00-3:00
Refrigerator, dryer.
table & chairs,
coffee & end table,
lots of muse

CHURCH building.
pews and pulpit on
approximately. 1 acre
of ground Murray.
KY
Call (800) 542-2827
or cell (931) 279-1267
"Good" to 'Fair conditionReady to usel

Hood For $ala

VISA

)%k ()FIFA
\I'S( 's

LOT $8,500 753-6012
SWISS Nanny. 1 yr
apprenticeship
with
small children. CPR
certified. References
available.
270-293-8198.

Nall pt.

Midday

ON BEAc

BLING

11 IA

Wtteesday

o Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

IL

Frt 11 ta

YARD SALE
615 MAIN ST.
HAZEL 641 S. TO
HAZEL JUST
BEFORE RR
TRACKS ON LEFT
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-7
Spoils cards, boys
toddler clothes.
,helves, round table
a much more

GARAGE SALE
104 N. 18TH ST.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
8:00-2:00
RAIN OR SHINE
NO EARLY SALES
Metal futon bunk bed (bottom makes
couch), girls bike, toys. UK lamp, crafts,
books, basketball goal, handmade iewelry.
junior clothes. Pokemon shoes, knick
knacks Call 270-970-2489. Funds for
study abroad.

2 PARTY GARAGE SALE
106 BIRCHWOOD DRIVE
CROSSFIELD SUBDIVISION ON 94W
FOLLOW SIGNS TO BACK GARAGE
WILL BE INSIDE GARAGE IF RAIN
SATURDAY 7.00-'7
RAIN OR SHINE
Name Brand Women s pants,tops size -t
12, 14. Purses, books household items,
Women's and Children's shoes Entire
guts spring.summer wardrobe size
3 and 1 lots of other stun

'CLASSIFIEDS'

4B • Friday, April 2, 2010

Murray Ledger &

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

1

*DIVORCE with or rattail Children $125.
Waft FREE name
change documents and
mantel settlement
agreement. Fast and
easy. Call us 24hrs/ 7
days: 1-888-789-0198;
www.CounDivorceServi TODD COUNTY FISCAL COURT AND
ce.COITI
GODELL CONSTRUC
*One order, One check, -DON COMPANY
One smart move, Save
BUSINESS
time and money by
SERVICES
making one call to
place a 25-word classi*FREE 6 Room DISH
fied in 70 Kentucky
Network Satellite
newspapers for only
System! FREE HO$250. For more inforOVA! $19.90amo 120+
mation, contact the
Digital Channels (for
classified department of
1yr.) Call Now- $400
this newspaper or call
Sirup Bonus! 1-866KPS 1-502-223-8321
240-3844
*ADVERTISEMENT
EQUIPMENT
FOR 13tDS
FOP SALE
TODO COUNTY FISCAL COURT(OWNER) 'NEW Nonvood
SAWMILLSvell receive propoeals
LumberMate-Pro hanthrough CodeII
CoosauctIon Company dles logs 34' diameter,
(044)to furnish all labor mills bowls 28' wide.
Automated quick-cyderand materials to complete the TODD COUN- sawing increases effiTY JUDICIAL CENTER ciency up to 40%,
vivny NorwoodSawmilis
locate° at 204 WEST
.com/300N 1-800-661MAIN STREET, ELKTON, KY 42220. Work 7746 Ext 300N
is to be performed en
HELP WANTED
accordance with plans,
'The
'pacification% and
Kentucky Press
Association's news
addenda prepared by
SerV.:8 nesos experiJKS ARCHITECTS &
enced print iournaltsts
ENGINEERS (ARCHIfor part-time online
TECT: CIVIL ENGIwork done from your
NEER), MARCUM
home Must be COMENGINEERING
outer !iterate and hew)
(MECHANICAL AND
high-speed internet
ELECTRICAL ENGIaccess. Send resume
NEER). and K&S
and writing samples to:
ENGINEERING
David Greer, Kentucky
(STRUCTURAL ENGIPress Association, 101
NEER).
Consumer Lane,
.Drawings, specificaFrankfort, KY 40601.
tions, and the project
Na calls, please
01111GUal may be
INSTRUCTIONAL
alillitied by contacting
PADUCAH BLUE•A1RUNES ARE HIRPRINT fa 270/444ING- Train tor hige
.171. Questions
payiny Aviation Career.
Should be directed in
FAA approved prorang to the C.M.'s
gram. Financial aid it
ittlenttors
qualified- Job
Placement Assistance.
JOHN HAGAN
Call Aviation Institute of
CODELL CodelI
Maintenance (888)207Construction Company
2053
PC. Box 6i9
'ATTEND COLLEGE
EDDYVILLE. KY
ONUNE from Home.
42038 PHONE:
13ursinees,
(270)388-51
FAX:
'Pa:Riegel,
(270)388-5175
'Accounting, 'Criminal'
iticodeti ilicodeflconJustice. Job peter/mem
struction.core
assistance. Computer
available. Financial Aid
A complete set of
If qualified Call 866Draws,
480-9766.
Specifications. and the
groom manual require* *W.V.CerituraOnfine.co
a refundable deposit of
$150.00 payable to
*ATTENTION- FREE
TODD COUNTY FISHeavy Equipment
CAL COURT.
Operator Training.
Must be LAID OFF,
*Bids will be due by
collecting
April 15. 2010 at 200
Unemployment or
PM CENTRALSTIME,
exhausted Benefits.
and will be opened at
Funding thru STATE
the TODD COUNTY
MA Program. AMERICOURTHOUSE, FISCAN HEAVY EQUIPCAL COURT ROOM.
MENT TRAINING 866202 EAST WASHING280-5836
TON STREET, ELKTON, KY 42220.
*Delta Career Academy
Each bid must be
Training Drivers Classaccompanied by a 5%
A CDL. Job placement
Bid Bond. No Bidder
assistance. Regional or
may withdraw a bid
Long Haul. Cal Mon
submateo for a period
thru Fn 7-5 (800)883after
days
Of ant/ (60)
0171 Member BBB.
the date set for the
Classes Start Monday.
opening of bids.
MEDICAL
•A pre-bid conference is
HELP WANTED
scheduled for April 06,
2010 at 2:00 PM CEN- •Ky Health Training:
Certified Clinical
TRAL TIME at the
Medical Assistant, EKG
TODD COUNTY
Technician, Nurse Aide
COURTHOUSE, FISTraining. Phlebotomy
CAL COURT ROOM,
training Lexington $
202 EAST WASHINGGeorgetown. Day,
TON STREET, ELKNight, Weekend classTON, KY 42220. All
bidders are urged to
es. 859-963-2901, 888attend this meeting.
274-2018
•The Proiect is to be
complete within 540
calendar days from the
date of the official
Notice to Proceed, and
liquidated damages are
61,000.00/day thereafter, if the completion
date is not met.
Successful Bidders
may be required to furnish a 100%

Need help
Promoting
your Busi
Call us we w
he glad to help
Murray
Ledger &
Times
270-753491

anwekyhealtteraining.c
om

Performance and
Labor and Material
Payment Bond for this
Protect The cost of
the premium for such a
bond shall be Included
in the bees bid as an
atternids, which may or
may not be accepted

ANNOUNCEMENTS

I

E".

Mdrray Ledger * rtmet Fair
Housing Act N.c.titt.
sae OM advert:red hew
imbed to the Weal Fair
elm 4
Ad,
admen aq plea
MIAs w dicesina
lewd•sax mist Mr
tvA
or rabid New ar
tele ens are ma& pew
ar

ad MO had ation
la Bee prosted
Ashdod Ss
Jy accept an
icivallimgSE ell estate Ora
s sot IRMA°,aldalswAi
;
torried
it lesaili
ed
dirdlegi
an se qui amount,' basis
For further amidwe with Far
liming Ado** requite-wank owiled NM Comet
P. MIlaw011161616-10

—a

MISCELLANEOUS
*FREE 6 Room DISH
Network Satellite
System! FREE HDDYE(' $19.99dmo 120+Digital Channels (for 1
year) Call Now- $400
Signup BONUS! 1-877466-5745
SPORTING/SPORTING 00008
*STAY AND PLAY at
one of Kentucky's top
golf courses. Cherry
Blossom, Georgetown.
Call 502-570-9489
about Stay and Play,
including furnished
!overborne, golf for four.
TRUCK DRIVERS
KELP WANTED
•ATTENTVON- FREE
CDL Class-A Training.
Must be LAID OFF,
Collecting
Unamptoymere or
exhausted benefits.
Funding thru STATE
MA Program Must
meet hiring
Requirements of Major
Trucking Companies.
TRUCK AMERICA
TRAINING 866-2443644
.EltH Trucking
Company Driver
Trainees Needed No
CDL- NO PROBLEM'
Earn up to $9001 week.
Company endorsed
COL Training Job
assistance Financial
assistance 888-780
5539
-CDL-A Drivers; Our
Freigh=You!
OTR
"Dry
Van. High Miles, Greai
Runs, Good Driving
Record Required.
Western Exprees: Gail
Bo: 888-801-5295
•Ciass-A Drivers: OTR
Runs Through
Mideast Great Pay &
Benefits, Regular
hometime. Stabie company- Experienced
Staff. Ask about our
Lease Purchase
Program. CALL ACT:
877-584-7240
•Onvers- $1,000 SignOn Bonds! Up to .41
GPM. Good Horne
Time, Health, Dental,
Viticat OTR
Experience Required
CDL-A Flatbed. No
Worth* 800-441-4271
xKY-100
'Driven
,
- FOOD
TANKEEL,Drivers
Needed. OTR positions
available NOW!CDL-A
w/ Tenter Req'd.
OutstaedIng Fhay &
benefits! Call a
recruiter TODAY! 8774343061 wwsv.oaklaytransportcom
•Dnvers- NO MONEY
DOWN! No Credit
Checks, Top Lease
Purchase Plan!'Low
monthly payments!
'High % pay package.
Owner Operators
Welcome! 1-800-7676918
iwnv.JoinCRST.com
'Flatbed, Company &
070 drivers needed
0/0 must have own
trailer. Company drivers can make from
24%-27%. With excellent benefits. Home
weekends. Call M-F
ilarnelpro. 800-5253383 ext. 106
erevetexpress.com

I
BY OWNER- 4 5 acres
on prestigious Oaks
Country Club Road,
$70,000
270-435-4001

I

limas For kis

'1ST Ixime buyer ge
your $8,000 credit Or,
dead
end
airiest,
fenced in back yard
Call Tina 0 Grey's
properties. 293-6462
2.100 eq. ft. 413Fr
2 SBA.
screened
porch, 2 car attached
garage on 2 acres. 5
minutes from Murray.
Call 270-853-1999.
2009 brick
home
2,100 SQ.ft. living
sPace•
38R, 2BA 1 + acre,
double garage, sunroom, Weirs "tow. 1/2
mile to Murray. City
water & gas. By owner
$144,000. 270-5198570

limas For leia

Osairil Trucks

38R, 2.5BA on 1 acre
2,800 NO Has new
roof,
large
deck,
fenced in back yard, 2
out buildings. Near
Midway on 641 S.
$158,000. 293-8283,
753-2556.
BEAUTIFUL brick 4PLEX TOWNHOUSE.
Each unit 2 bedrooms,
1.5-bath.
901
Southwood Dr. near
Mall. 270-435-4001
BRICK DUPLEX each
unit 2 bedroom, 1 bath,
newer HVAC units, 903
Northwood Dr. Near
MSU on university taus
route, $115,000.
270-435-4001
IMMACULATE brick
home, completely new
throughout new C/AA-I
unit, roof, appliances.
hardwood
floors
throughout, 38R, 26A
detached garage on 2
large lots $95,000
753-9887

Chevy
4x4
1994
extended cab. 6.5
diesel, good shape,
$3.800 obo.
270-970-5811

Ii

Gait u.s vvo ivJ be
4laci te•
SI:grail Les:Slit &
210-753-1916

91 International tri-axle
dump truck. Good condtton, new bed & paint
ine, good tires.
293-1862

LAWN Mowing. Free
estimates. Call Craig
Fox at 270-492-8156,
270-293-0034
LAWNS mowed, very
easonable, free estimates
reliable,
matun . 753-2643.
LOCAL Lawn Service
Free Estimates.
(270)227-8417

SAILA r
LAWN CARE de
DIRT St rit'Irr
•

I
4

$15.00 & up
TAB Lawn Service
Aden owned & opera:ed
978-5655, 759-9295
Uslia
tAWN SERVO
•
•- Mowieug,Nlassicuring,
Lareichwasaing A.
Leal'Ationnteng
it$tctltatitei it

753-1:16 Z174611
1(270)227-0587
All Carpentry Contd.
New homes, Additions,
Remodel, Sagging &
Rotten floors. Vinyl
Decks,
Roofing, Mobile Home
Repair
753-2353 Larry Nimrno
Licensed & Insured

N,

BRANDON'S Outdoor
Service
Mowing,
shrubs, tilling, bushhogging. bladework
270-978-0543
270-436-5277
BRUSH & Hammer.
Painting, fix-it's &
repairs, decks pressure washed
and
stained.. 436-2228.

DIM Lawn Core
227-1915

1214 Dogwood Or, Murray Downstairs- Living Room.(tee kitchen, 2BR,
study. 2-1/213A.Upstaine Mask-' BR Living Flown,
2811, 2BA 2 car garage, spacious yard.

F-Bettro:
Nost- 620-4mr—
s l
In
Riverfhid Estates.
Real PropertY
Profmianals
293-7872

t-th Howe Brame
11)11 Mae
No C.-114 To Yoe
Nta 'Nulty
*'761NONIE4IOU

AMA'
,
Motorcycies A ATV's
97 Suzuki Intruder800. 14K-miles. extra
nice, $2,800. 078-1313

2001 ToyotsR,
riewares, extra clean.
loaded, CD, moonroof, 80,000 allies, one
owner. 753-0913

1,-(270)2954020
ALDRIDGE
&McCuiston Booting
VOL,* -ATP •
H' Cot..)1.-D 6;.
• . HERE FOR • .
' ON1
S75.0O.
A 'VI N fir
CALL. 753-19Ib

aniglft's
You can cosi*
;Rea exporkamd
lifia Ay
403 Tool Yoyloriroil
753-772S

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

-amen% & •neral pickups
• locally civ ried/orerated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
••=r

_
33101 St Ri 121N.
753-8087

We Finance
hollarklmotorsales,corn
274753-4461
2009 white, Hyundai
accent
hatchback
7100-miles, 37-42mpg,
10yr/100,000 mile warranty. $13,000.
293-1193. 293-9629.
03 Ford F-150 4x4,
$6,500
05 Chevy 2500 quad
cab. $8,500
05 Mecury Mariner
$8,200
05
Ford
Escape
$6,900
(3)03 Chevy Z-71
$7.400-$9.700
99 Lexus RX300,
$8.800
06 Nissan Murano
$15,900
We trade
C&K Motors
705-5973 anytime
www carnotorsky.corn
0'. for.5- years on
2010 'Voris. Corolla
, Maitre.Carary .+ E x. Hybrid) Avalon
Rav4 ,Rigtslander
. Tundra.
Ends Apra 5
Toyota of Murray.
753-4961.
1976 Tnumph Spitfire,
43,000 original miles,
ex.. silent condition.
38.900 firrn 293-9772

753-9562

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Haultng. Clean
out garages, gutters,
air* & tree work.
A-SAP TREE
SERVICE
*Large Tree
Removal •Tnrnming
•Stump Grinding
*Hangers
Servicing Benton,
Hardin & Murray
(270)630-0030
(270)252-4111
_
ADAMS Horne
Irriprovement
Additions. Remodeling,
Roofing, Vinyl Siding,
Laminate
Floors,
Repairs, workers comp
Insured.
227-2617.
ANDRUS Excavatins
and Septic System
Dozer, back hoe. aro
track
work.
hoe
Installation and repair
or septic systems.
Now offering septic
tank pumpir.g. Major
credit cards accepted.
978-0404
APPUANCE REPAIR
PARTS
SERVICE
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
BELCHER Painting
Residential
Commercial, Interior,
Free
Exterior.
Estimates.
270-293-2028-Jerod

,i1

' POOR GOYS,
LAWN CARE.

I •1/1,1,11,

LAWN BOY LAWN
SERVICE
FREE lawn care estimate. We are insured
Get in early while time
slots are available.
978-9514.

IF YOU ARE
NOT SATISFIED
WITH YOUR
.CURRENT
LAWN SERVICE
AND LOOKING
FOR A NEW
ONE PLEASE
CALL LARRY
AT 227-0726
LAWN Mowing
service. Insured.
16-years experience.
Call (270)759-4564

Aerial BucketTruck
Insured

(270)898-8733
(270)564-8798
MILLS.& SON

TROYER'S
Construction
Metal Roofing. Pole
Barn,
Shingles
(270)804-6E84

PRES§URE
WASHING

B ROS PAVING'

PROLAWN Scheduled
Laismcare. let mowing
free. 270-293- 1 924

'Davits Home
Improvement
LLC
waw Dena* Floes
Wl

DG insurance Wun
Visa I klaaarCeri AccepteC

(270)75V-0501
MOORE'SLawn
Service Mowing, trimming & bosh hogging.
Free Estimates.
270-293-5896 or
27O-6718,66

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
-ramming,
removal.
stump • grinding, firewood. Insured
489-2839.

Since 1966
24 Noun sumacs
Res., Corn.. & hid
Licensed & Insured
All lobs - big or small

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc.
insured. Emergency
293-1118

J

laaas & Fbor joist
Remising 5 PluolhO•3

DSW CUSTOM
PAINTING
Residential 8,
Commerciar
Free Estimates
(270)226-0605 Dave

Hill Electric

$$SNEW 2010 Camry
SE, V6, leather. $339
per month $2,000
Cash or trade down.
KY tax included!
Details cell
(270)753-4961.188

•‘•141,:
tiq;.
'

els eta '
inn ii a Ismailia

L1270)873-991±_

Green Acres
Lawn Care
A Cur Above The
Rest
'Shrub and tree
trimming
'Gutter cleaning
.001er services
'Quality service at
affordable prices.
753-4465

Ace Tree
Service
& Stump
Removal

•

MITCHELL

Call owner at 753-1370 or 227-3443
0.00 Cast Estimate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
•Remecieling
'Screened Porches
'Garages
aWater & Termite
Damage
'De ks
•Home Mobile Home
Aepair
436-5617

Etfi At tRLf
& 01.8RiS

If iii'i,rli'tjii',

„11.",;' -1on
,

MURRAY Power Wash
Commercial
Resideratel. Vinyl Wing, sidewalks. *WOways, parking lots, etc.
293-7053, 2934°22

\
4it 111111

CHASE Futrell LawnCare 8yrs. exp.
293-8814

FREE
ESTIMATES

5,100 Square Foot Home For Sale

Mani

Pared

MOWiNG
arid
Trimming wee to
large.
Dependable,
reliable, gutters, muirea,
ahruas trenmed. hewing, 11 years experience_ Stever, 767-91743
or 978-:002.
WILL MAT trim,
mulch, paint, cleen-up,
or help move
(270)293-9086
-

Isroscon

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
I
.

Simmons Handyman
& Carpentry Service.
Over 25 years. Call
Don, Murray ares.
519-8570.

TUTOR available. All
started%
270-994-9218
murreytwert0nail com
WESLEY'S
Lawn
Maintenance. Relax'
Let us do your lawn
this year! Landscaping.
mowing, edge, shrubs.
mulching Wei removal.
tree service, seeding,
fertilizing,
aerating.
References available.
No Contract Required
Free
estimates &
insured. Over 15yrs.
experience. Block aria
Subdrvision discounts,
270- 703-9610.
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

FREE FIREWOOD,
you haul. Call
753-0621

till
isamenee

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Saturday. April 3. 2010:
You have unusually high energy this year: If you are focused, you
can accomplish nearly anything. Detach and look at the big picture.
Travel and education could play a significant role in your choices. If
you are single, you could meet someone quite unusual. Doors open
as you learn more about a different lifestyle. if you are attached, the
two of you need to detach from right and wrong in discussions.
Through acceptance, you will discover the richneis of your bond.
SAGITTARIUS always presents a different view.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so: 1 -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
e**** Use frustration to energize you. Once you get going, you
could be close to impnssible to stop. If you can take off for a day trip,
do. Rechargo and gain a perspective. A sense of tranquility leads to
new perceptons. Tonight: Take in a movie.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Relate on an individual level. When you locus on someone,
he or she feels very important and cared aeout. A new warmth energizes the dynamics. Use your intuition with a loved one. Tonight: Add
S touch of romance.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Others seek you out. Forget thoughts of a quiet Saturday
off doing your thing. Bend like a weed with events and invitations.
You enjoy yourself with friends most of all. A difficult person overwhelms you. Tonight. Just not alone.
CANCER
**
(June
A
une 21iul
N*C
go
22)
t the gym Or squeeze
out emends,o
ee in some exercise.
Make yourself more comfortable in your daily life. Stop and check in
with an older relative or friend. He or she could be guile happy to see
you. Tonight. Keep it easy.
LEO (July*r Make2
23-22)
A
you honor what you want. The child in you
comes out when dealing with a loved one. No sign knows how to
enjoy him- or herself better than you. Do just that, and you also will
make a lot of people happy. Tonight: Discuss a trip in the near future
over an exotic dinner.
**
V1Rryouu
(Aug.(A nt.
t2.2i
0 rethink plans,
23-Sept.911twant to
pecially if they take you
away from home. You need some downtime. A partner could be quite
caring once he or she realizes the issue you are dealing with.
sue
up helps you clear your mind. Tonight: Your home is your
castle
**
LIB*
R*
A (Sept. 23-Oct.
isi( with a neighbor and catch up with others
.vn)
in general. Others seem to be more dominant than in the past. A
friend, probably a male, could be very assertive. Practice being
assertive, too, in your unique Libra way. Tonight. At a favorite haunt.
*
S
e1m
)es
evx.tr2
PO w
Pt.
eO
aC
reo23f mN
Be
you can go to. Spending easily could
get out of control Be aware of the long-term ramifications of your
actions. You might want to get some extra work done or clear out a
project. Your imagination creates great plans. Tonight: Treat a loved
one to a good time.
*
SAktITT
**
AR
NIe
t
d-isGtzeircice
(f oomy.a22
. 21c0
)uld
get you going. Make calls and
reach out to key people. Perhaps it is time to plan a !rip; make sure
that ills a trip for pleasure. A family member goes out of his or her
way for you. Tonight: Paint the town I ed!
*
C*
AP
*
RT
1C
akO
eRsN
o
meerc
(D
n.uc
n
h--n
Ja
eed
n. ed
19)personal time. Ask yourself what you
really would like to do Whether it is going to a flea market or to a
movie, indulge. You work very hard, and it is time to let go and nourish yourself. Tonight: Happiest close to home
me
*
A0
*U
*A
*R
*
1US
Whether(. an 2
y0nuFre
.
or at a game, you will be happy
as long as you have people around you. Return calls and touch
base
with a dear friend. You might overindulge and go a
little haywire at
the end of the day Tonight: You are the party
e or friend This person is delighted by
your
rc
hrim
:
hrel2
ortither to a late lunch and/or a fun mutual
pastime
*S
stCi*m
cIDEDS
?
Po
l'bou
nnY.-calo
TnIaure
lo
d
"aaidetbe overwhelmed by everything that is on your
plate. Know that you can handle it. Tonight: A
force to be dealt with.
BA
Actor
Cli
c Alec Baldwin (1958). comedian, actor Eddie Murphy
(1961),
actress Amanda Bynes (1986)
•
•
•
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